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SUMMARY
In this thesis, we explore topics in large-scale deterministic and stochastic
optimization methods in transportation networks, with particular emphasis on meth-
ods of addressing uncertainty in fleet management problems. It consists of studies
concentrating on emerging problems in fleet management and optimization under
uncertainty.
The first study, “A Robust Rolling Horizon Framework for Empty Repositioning”,
presents a robust optimization framework for an empty repositioning problem with
demand uncertainty and provides insights on how to benefit from robustness while
avoiding overconservatism. In this study, we demonstrate that by using the robust
framework, significant improvements in service level can be attained, when compared
to solution approaches with no robustness consideration. We also analyze how the
level of conservatism affects solution quality, and identify cases in which the robust
approach provides the best repositioning plans. Additionally, we experiment on ways
to divide large transportation networks into “sharing groups” and limiting the repo-
sitioning moves to be mostly within sharing groups. By observing the outcome of
the robust framework when different sharing group policies are used, we substanti-
ate that significant savings can be obtained by only redefining the sharing groups,
without making any structural changes in the network.
The second study, “An Integrated Fleet Management Model Introducing Alterna-
tive Fuel Trucks”, addresses the challenge of smoothly introducing alternative fuel
trucks (AFTs) into an existing fleet while making necessary structural changes and
maintaining feasible operations during the transition. In this study, we develop an
integrated fleet management model, which incorporates the decisions for (i) opening
xiii
new maintenance/fueling facilities, and (ii) assigning trucks to travel routes for en-
suring demand satisfaction, into a fleet replacement framework. We demonstrate that
the integrated model finds non-obvious solutions by making use of information that
is often overlooked by most fleet replacement strategies. For finding optimal or good
heuristic solutions to the integrated fleet management model efficiently, we propose
a Benders decomposition framework and a Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) al-
gorithm. Finally, in order to demonstrate the performance of these solution methods
on realistic problem instances, we conduct a comprehensive computational study.
The third study, “Scenario Set Partition Dual Bounds for Multistage Stochastic
Programming”, focuses on finding dual bounds, called “partition bounds”, in mul-
tistage stochastic programming problems with a finite number of scenarios. In this
work, we propose a sampling approach that randomly samples partitions of the sce-
nario set, and returns the best one of the associated partition bounds. We also
present ways to further improve this sampling method in terms of bound quality and
computational burden, such as (i) taking advantage of the scenario tree structure in
multi-stage instances, and (ii) seeking “good” partitions by solving a set partition-
ing problem over the scenario subsets that were previously observed in the sampling
procedure. Furthermore, a heuristic approach for truncating the bound calculations
in order to focus computational efforts on the most promising partitions is presented.
With a comprehensive computational study, we demonstrate that by using the parti-
tion sampling approach, better dual bounds can be obtained with less computational




Freight transportation plays a key role in not only moving goods but also creating
jobs, generating revenue, and consuming materials and services produced by other
sectors of the economy. According to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS),
the freight transportation industry employed 4.6 million people in the United States
in 2014 and comprised 9.5% of the nation’s economic activity as measured by gross
domestic product (GDP). [24] It has been a growing sector, due to population growth
and expansion in economic activity. From 1998 to 2008, world merchandise freight
exports nearly tripled in value from $5.4 trillion to $16 trillion. During this period,
U.S. freight exports doubled from $682 billion to $1.3 trillion. [23] The number of
trucks used in commercial transportation rose 37% between 1980 and 2002, and the
total vehicle miles of traveled by trucks grew from 40 billion miles to 76 billion miles
in 2002. [22]
Truck transport, among other modes of transport, constitutes a big portion of
the freight transportation sector, both in domestic and international arenas. In 2004,
68.8%, of all domestic freight in the U.S. was moved by trucks. Furthermore, trucks
transported 56.6% and 66.2% of the trade (in monetary value) with Canada and
Mexico, respectively, in 2010. [23] Trucking industry, which has been growing consis-
tently in the recent years, has important contributions to the U.S. economy. In 2013,
for-hire transportation generated $481 billion for U.S. GDP, the largest contributor of
which was for-hire trucking (with 27%). Additionally, in-house transportation sector
was almost as large as the for-hire sector. [24]
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As trucking industry grew rapidly, managing transportation efficiently gained im-
portance for both for-hire and in-house trucking sectors. Among the costs incurred
in trucking, fuel cost and truck/trailer lease or purchase payments make up the first
and third largest categories (38% and 10%, respectively, in 2013 [8]). To address the
potential inefficiencies in these categories, we focus on the fleet management aspect
of truck transportation in this thesis. We explore various emerging problems in fleet
repositioning and fleet replacement, especially in long-haul trucking, and develop so-
lution methods. The thesis consists of three studies concentrating on three different
challenges in the area. First, we emphasize potential inefficiencies demand uncer-
tainty may cause in a transportation network while making optimal repositioning
decisions, and propose a robust optimization framework to prevent such inefficien-
cies. Then, we examine transportation networks at a higher level, where the major
focus is on fleet replacement decisions. We present a mathematical model for making
these decisions, which is designed to be particularly useful in introducing alterna-
tive fuel vehicles into existing diesel fleets. Finally, we develop a scenario sampling
method to find dual bounds in multistage stochastic programming problems, which
is highly applicable to long-haul fleet management problems with various uncertain
parameters such as demand, costs, and capacities.
1.1 Robust Empty Repositioning
The first study of this thesis concentrates on a robust optimization model for empty
repositioning in large-scale transportation networks with demand uncertainty. It in-
cludes (i) a robust rolling horizon framework for empty repositioning, and (ii) a
method of redesigning the transport moves in the network to support a hub-spoke
structure, for computational and operational benefits. In this study, we present a
network flow type robust optimization model for empty repositioning, based on the
work of Erera et al. [46], which ensures protection against demand uncertainty by
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enforcing an extra set of constraints augmenting the flow quantities. We then suggest
a rolling horizon framework for using this robust model in a realistic transportation
network setting. The rolling horizon framework updates the network parameters and
“rolls the horizon” every time truck moves are executed or some demand values previ-
ously assumed to be uncertain are observed with certainty. With this computational
framework, we perform comprehensive computational experiments using the robust
model on test instances with various network sizes, demand scenarios, and levels of
conservatism. We examine how the robust approach performs in terms of service
level, transportation cost, and computational burden, as opposed to an empty reposi-
tioning model with no robustness consideration. Additionally, we observe how level of
conservatism affects solution quality, and identify cases in which the robust approach
provides the best repositioning plans. Later, we suggest that great savings in trans-
portation cost and computation time can be achieved when the network is redesigned
by dividing the set of terminals into smaller sets, called sharing groups, and limiting
the repositioning moves to be mostly within sharing groups. To test our claim, we
study repositioning plans found by using different sharing group configurations and
provide insights as to how various characteristics of these configurations affect the
outcome.
The major contributions of this study are threefold. First, a novel method of
limiting the level of conservatism for the robust empty repositioning model is intro-
duced. Extensive computational experiments reveal that robustness can provide great
improvements in service level when enforced with realistic levels of conservatism, as
opposed to trying to guarantee recovery against the worst case. Secondly, a rolling
horizon framework for the robust repositioning model is developed to simulate real-life
operations. Clearly, under demand uncertainty, a rolling horizon approach represents
the operations more accurately compared to solving the repositioning model once in
the beginning and operating with that repositioning plan during the entire planning
3
horizon. Finally, the sharing group design strategies we propose, which can provide
great operational savings to trucking companies without any structural changes in
the network, grant interesting insights for managing large-scale trucking networks.
1.2 Integrated Fleet Management
The second theme explored in this thesis focuses on a higher-level fleet management
problem incurred in long-haul trucking operations, where we generalize a fleet replace-
ment problem by also taking into consideration some infrastructural and operational
decisions. We propose an integrated fleet management model designed to be particu-
larly helpful in situations where new truck types (alternative fuel trucks, as the main
focus) are being introduced into existing fleet. Though the main motivation of this
study is smoothly introducing alternative fuel trucks (AFTs) into existing diesel fleet,
the proposed methodology is applicable to managing any fleet mix at any stage of
life. The model simultaneously makes (i) truck purchase/retirement, (ii) maintenance
facility opening, and (iii) truck deployment decisions. To demonstrate the benefits
of utilizing this computationally challenging model instead of simpler methods, we
investigate the optimal solutions of this model on realistically designed problem in-
stances, each representing important characteristic of the transportation network,
such as constant vs. changing demand, constant vs. increasing targets on propor-
tion of truck-miles traveled with AFTs, constant vs. time-dependent truck purchase
and operating costs. On these problem instances, we demonstrate that the optimal
solutions to the integrated model are non-trivial and that the consideration of in-
frastructural and operational decisions in the context of fleet management results in
effective fleet replacement strategies by making use of information that a plain fleet
replacement model would not have.
Various strategies for finding optimal and good heuristic solutions for the inte-
grated fleet management model are explored. A Benders’ decomposition framework
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is introduced. The effectiveness of this framework in finding optimal solutions in
relatively small problems, and finding solutions with very small optimality gaps in
larger problems (when reasonable time limits are enforced) is demonstrated with a
comprehensive computational study. Additionally, a variable neighborhood search
(VNS) algorithm is designed for finding good solutions to the integrated model. The
effectiveness of VNS in finding good solutions quickly is also demonstrated in the
computational study.
There are existing works in the fleet replacement literature, which provide meth-
ods for making fleet replacement decisions jointly with infrastructural or truck rout-
ing/utilization decisions. However, to the best of our knowledge, the integrated fleet
management model we present in this thesis is the first to integrate both strategic and
operational decisions into the fleet replacement framework. The introduction of this
new model is one of the main contributions of this study, along with identification of
patterns in which the resulting fleet replacement plans respond to changing cost pa-
rameters and insights on how making fleet replacement decisions simultaneously with
maintenance facility opening and truck deployment decisions affect fleet replacement
strategies.
1.3 Partition Bounds for Multistage Stochastic Programs
In the last study of this thesis, we develop an approach for obtaining dual bounds
in multistage stochastic programming problems with a finite number of scenarios. A
method for obtaining a hierarchy of dual bounds, called expected group subproblem
objective (EGSO) bounds, is presented in Sandıkçı et al. [108], where the bounds
are calculated by using the solutions to “scenario group subproblems” (problems
including variables and constraints for only a subset of scenarios) for every scenario
subset of a certain group size. The bounds we propose, called the expected partition
(EP ) bounds, use partitions of the scenario set comprised of subsets of (nearly) equal
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cardinality and obtain the same values as the EGSO bounds. Furthermore, every
partition bound, calculated by solving group subproblems of a single partition, yields
a dual bound for the original problem. Therefore, even when it is not practical to
calculate the EP bound exactly by calculating partition bounds for every possible
partition of a certain group size, we can still obtain dual bounds from as few as a
single partition of the scenario set. Motivated by the observation that the best of even
a very small sample of partition bounds is very likely, in practice, to be better than
the corresponding EP bound, we develop a sampling approach where we randomly
sample scenario partitions and calculate partition bounds. We then suggest two
enhancements to the approach: sampling partitions that align with the multistage
scenario tree structure, and use of an auxiliary optimization problem to discover
new best bounds based on the values of group subproblems already computed. The
practical value of these ideas is illustrated on benchmark problems, and the approach
compared to Sample Average Approximation. Finally, we give a heuristic to save
computational effort by ceasing computation of a partition part-way through, if it
appears unpromising.
Even though the idea of finding bounds for stochastic programming problems using
solutions to scenario group subproblems is studied in the literature [86, 108, 109, 134],
to the best of our knowledge, our solution approach is the first to suggest random
sampling of scenarios to find such bounds. Another contribution of this study is
the idea of distinguishing promising scenarios from the unpromising ones in order to
decrease computation time wasted in calculating non-improving bounds.
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CHAPTER II
A ROBUST ROLLING HORIZON FRAMEWORK FOR
EMPTY REPOSITIONING
2.1 Introduction
One of the major challenges faced by a transportation service provider is the largely
imbalanced nature of freight flows and the resulting need to reposition resources
empty. The imbalanced nature of load requests causes containers to accumulate at
certain terminals, while other terminals, which fulfill mostly outbound load requests,
are in constant need of resources. When resources are needed at a terminal for
outbound moves, it may not be possible to direct enough inbound loaded moves
to that terminal on time, which, if no action is taken, results in lost demand or
outsourcing the demand to another carrier at a much higher cost. To prevent such
situations, as much as possible, carriers have to move resources empty. In empty
repositioning decisions, balancing between the transportation cost incurred by moving
resources empty and the benefit gained by not having to outsource future load requests
is key.
The main challenge when developing effective empty repositioning strategies is
future load uncertainty. As a result of the uncertainty in future load requests, a
carrier may, at times, be unable to satisfy load requests or may, at times, be moving
resources empty unnecessarily. Satisfying customer demand without employing a
needlessly large fleet and without excessively repositioning empty resources requires
careful planning in environments where demand is uncertain. Incorporating demand
uncertainty into the empty repositioning strategies can be done in different ways. In
this chapter, we focus on empty repositioning strategies based on robust optimization
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methods.
A secondary challenge arises when a transportation service provider serves a large
region and operates a large number of terminals, because, ideally, empty reposition-
ing moves should be carried out between terminals that are in close proximity to
each other, which not only controls cost (since long empty repositioning moves are
obviously more expensive), but also helps control the complexity of the day-to-day
operations. A natural strategy that accomplishes this, and is often seen in practice,
is to divide the region served into subregions for empty repositioning purposes and to
manage each subregion somewhat independently. These so-called sharing group poli-
cies partition the terminals in the transportation network into sharing groups, each
with a single designated empty hub. In a sharing group policy, empty repositioning
within a sharing group is between non-hub terminals and the hub, and empty repo-
sitioning between sharing groups is between the empty hubs. Such policies naturally
introduce pooling benefits.
Early optimization approaches for solving empty repositioning problems are de-
terministic and model the problem on a time-expanded (or time-space) network with
nodes representing terminals at specific time periods and arcs representing loaded and
possible empty repositioning moves. Resource requirements at terminals are typically
point estimates, because future load requests are uncertain in most settings. An im-
portant and recognized shortcoming of these approaches is that they do not capture
future demand uncertainty, which may result in suboptimal empty repositioning plans
or even infeasibility after the load requests have materialized.
To model the empty repositioning problem with demand uncertainty more accu-
rately, we propose a variant of the robust optimization approach of [46] and demon-
strate its effectiveness with a comprehensive computational study. Empty reposition-
ing plans generated by the robust approach guarantee the existence of short empty
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repositioning moves to recover feasibility after demand has materialized for every pos-
sible demand realization, or for a subset of possible demand realizations, assuming
demand realizations come from a known uncertainty set. Since repositioning decisions
are made prior to the materialization of demand, the proposed robust optimization
model is similar to a two-stage stochastic (integer) programming model, in which
first and second stage decisions represent the repositioning plan and the recourse
opportunities given the demand realization, respectively.
In our robust approach, instead of explicitly solving a second stage problem, the
existence of recovery actions is ensured by an additional set of constraints in the first
stage problem. Furthermore, the level of uncertainty the recovery actions are to hedge
against is controlled by limiting deviations from nominal values in a way that is similar
to uncertainty budgets, an idea introduced in [17]. The core of the optimization
problem that has to be solved is a minimum cost flow problem with flow balance and
flow bound constraints to ensure that nominal demand is met and empty resources
are repositioned at minimum cost. The problem is augmented with constraints that
ensure recoverability, i.e., that additional empty resources can be repositioned, if
necessary, to accommodate deviations from nominal demand. Since only low-cost
repositioning moves are considered for recovery actions, the costs associated with
potential recovery actions are ignored.
In reality, the empty repositioning problem, of course, has a multi-stage nature,
because demand information becomes available over time. To accurately represent
this multi-stage nature, the proposed robust empty repositioning model is embedded
in a rolling horizon framework. Consequently, each time the model is solved, it is
assumed that only the current day’s load requests are known with certainty and
that the only information available about future load requests are nominal demand
quantities and uncertainty intervals. Furthermore, only the current day’s decisions
are implemented before the horizon is rolled forward.
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By taking advantage of relatively minor data reliance of robust optimization mod-
els compared to other optimization methods that address uncertainty, the proposed
robust approach provides high-quality solutions while being simple in modeling and
implementation, and computationally tractable even for large-scale systems. Compu-
tational experiments demonstrate that this approach generates empty repositioning
plans that are significantly more immune to demand uncertainty (with only a slight
increase in transportation cost) compared to plans generated with a deterministic
approach using only nominal demand quantities. For example, in a 100-terminal net-
work, averaged over 30 instances, the robust approach increases the service level (i.e.,
the fraction of load requests that can be satisfied with the carrier’s own fleet) by
2.6% when compared to a non-robust approach, while incurring only a 5.4% increase
in transportation cost (the cost of outsourcing for the unsatisfied load requests is
much more than 5.4%). By adjusting the conservatism of the robust approach, for
the same set of instances, it is possible to achieve a 0.7% increase in service rate,
while only incurring a 0.6% increase in transportation cost.
As briefly mentioned before, sharing group policies in empty repositioning are com-
monly used in practice when operating large-scale transportation service networks.
In addition to being sensible from an operational perspective, such policies are also
useful from a computational viewpoint. Clearly, a policy allowing empty reposition-
ing between too many pairs of terminals will generate plans that are sensitive to
demand uncertainty (due to a lack of risk pooling), as well as greatly increasing the
computational burden (due to an excessive number of empty repositioning options).
On the other hand, a sharing group policy with too few sharing groups or sharing
groups with high flow imbalance can result in excessive empty repositioning costs (ei-
ther because of long distances between empty hubs or frequent repositioning between
empty hubs). Therefore, it is important for freight transportation service providers
to carefully design the sharing group configuration if they plan to employ a sharing
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group based empty repositioning strategy. As part of our computational study, we
conduct experiments to assess the effects of the sharing group configuration on empty
repositioning costs (using both the nominal model and the robust model). We find
that it is beneficial to define the sharing groups in such a way that they have roughly
equal inbound and outbound loaded flows (if possible) and to carefully trade-off the
distance between non-hub terminals and the hub in a sharing group and the distance
between hubs of different sharing groups.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we give a brief
overview of the relevant literature. In Section 2.3, we introduce the proposed robust
optimization approach. Finally, we present and discuss the results of a comprehensive
computational study in Section 2.4, and summarize our findings in Section 2.5.
2.2 Literature Review
Empty repositioning problems have been a research focus for a long time. Earliest dy-
namic models in the area utilize deterministic optimization, where uncertain demand
is modeled via point estimates. Some examples of such studies are [81] and [89],
which study fleet management in rail operations, and [132], which focuses on con-
tainer management. Deterministic models are still being used by freight transporta-
tion companies to manage their operations, since these models are easy to implement
and solve.
Even though deterministic models that utilize point estimates for demand have
been proven useful in real-life applications, their feasibility is susceptible to deviations
of demand realizations from point estimates. To address this issue, expected cost
minimization approaches, which require solving dynamic or stochastic programming
models, are widely used. Early examples of this line of research, focusing on truckload
trucking operations are [100], [101], [56], and [30]. Later, adaptive estimation tech-
niques are introduced for tractability of the dynamic programming approaches. [102]
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introduces linear functional approximations to capture the future effects of decisions
made today; and nonlinear functional approximations are introduced and effectively
used in [58] and [59]. From a similar perspective, [43] and [62] suggest using princi-
ples from inventory theory to obtain repositioning policies based on reorder points.
They both propose these policies as a simple alternative to dynamic programming
approaches, which are computationally burdensome.
Another way of modeling uncertainty in dynamic resource management problems
is stochastic programming. [34] proposes a two-stage restricted recourse model, where
all the empty container allocation decisions are assumed to be made in the first stage,
never to be re-optimized in the future, and second-stage decisions only act as correc-
tive actions to the pre-specified repositioning plan for the entire horizon. This type of
approaches are tractable, while restrictive in its assumptions. Other examples of two-
stage stochastic models with various uncertain parameters are studied in [29], and
[110], where a Sample Average Approximation (SAA) scheme with a Benders’ de-
composition variant is shown to compute high-quality solutions in large-scale supply
chain design problems. [36] considers an empty container repositioning problem with
multiple uncertain parameters in maritime operations that has very low-quality data.
It proposes a multi-scenario optimization model and stresses that the formulation ex-
hibits a certain algebraic structure and therefore can be solved via decomposition and
parallel computing. More recently, [136] proposes using a two-stage stochastic pro-
gramming model iteratively to approximately solve a complex multi-stage stochastic
optimization problem arising in drayage operations.
Robust optimization is another approach for modeling uncertainty, and is often
preferred because of its simplicity, computational tractability, and ability to generate
good quality solutions (in terms of recoverability) with insufficient or unreliable data.
The first work in robust optimization with coefficient uncertainty is [124]. It shows
that such uncertainties can be incorporated into a linear programming form and
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solved so that feasibility is guaranteed for all possible realizations of the uncertain
coefficients. The foundations of robust convex optimization are established in [13].
Later, detailed analyses of robust linear programs are presented in [15] and [16]. The
latter introduces the idea of uncertainty sets with budgets, where the budget limits
the number of uncertain coefficients that can simultaneously assume their worst-case
value.
Robust discrete optimization is studied in [79] and [16]. The former develops
robust versions of many traditional discrete optimization problems, and the latter
concentrates on network flow problems - particularly the theoretical and practical
tractability of robust counterparts of polynomially solvable discrete optimization
problems.
[12] extends the robust linear optimization approach to cases where a subset of
decisions are made before the realization of uncertain parameters and the remaining
decisions can be made after the realization; calling the model Adjustable Robust
Counterpart (ARC). Similar to the ARC approach, [7] develops a two-stage robust
optimization approach for network flow and design problems with uncertain right-
hand side, and underlines the importance of the ability of two-stage robust models to
control the level of conservatism, unlike single-stage robust models where feasibility
is guaranteed for all possible uncertainty realizations.
There is a wide range of recent studies that effectively implement robust opti-
mization methods in dynamic resource management problems. [80] and [32] concen-
trate on network design, where the latter proposes a tractable linear programming
formulation for the robust optimization model. [14] proposes adjustable robust for-
mulations for the retailer-supplier flexible commitment problem, and [18] develops a
robust formulation for inventory problems where demand uncertainty is modeled de-
terministically when certain network characteristics are present. [112] suggests robust
formulations to the multi-period inventory problem, [27] proposes a method for the
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lot sizing model with uncertain and non-stationary demand structure, and [121] and
[122] develop robust mixed-integer programs for the inventory routing problem with
polyhedral demand uncertainty. [46], which constitutes a basis for this study, presents
a robust optimization framework for dynamic empty repositioning and develops fea-
sibility conditions for various sets of allowed recovery actions; and [57] provides a
convex robust formulation for the location transportation problem.
2.3 Methodology
Consider a transportation service provider centrally managing a homogeneous fleet of
reusable resources such as containers, railroad cars or trucks to serve a vast geographic
area with a large number of terminals over a planning horizon of multiple time periods.
Note that a time period can correspond to any measure of time, but it typically
corresponds to a fraction of a day in this context. Load requests materialize over time
and specify the number of resources to be transported from one terminal to another in
a specific time period. Based on the known load requests as well as anticipated future
load requests, central management determines a cost-effective empty repositioning
plan to ensure resource availability to satisfy demand.
Before introducing the robust optimization model that addresses demand uncer-
tainty, we first introduce the empty repositioning problem with deterministic demand.
Assuming demand quantities are known with certainty in the beginning of the plan-
ning horizon, the traditional approach for finding a minimum-cost repositioning plan
is to solve a deterministic minimum-cost flow problem with flow balance and flow
bound constraints over the entire planning horizon, where flow lower bounds guaran-
tee demand satisfaction. This deterministic problem will be referred to as the nominal
repositioning problem (NP) from this point on.
To formally define the nominal problem, let D denote the set of terminals, and the
planning horizon consist of ρ time periods {0, 1, 2, . . . , ρ}. Let the set of nodes for each
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terminal d ∈ D be V d = {vd0 , vd1 , . . . , vdρ}, and V = ∪d∈DV d. There are inventory arcs
(vdt , v
d
t+1) for each d ∈ D and t = 0, 1, . . . , ρ−1, and repositioning arcs (vit, vjt+hij) from
terminal i to terminal j whenever repositioning is allowed between those terminals
and the travel time is hij periods. Let AI = {(vdt , vdt+1) : d ∈ D, 0 ≤ t < ρ} denote
the complete set of inventory arcs, and AR denote the set of repositioning arcs, which
represent the allowed repositioning moves in the network.
We distinguish between two types of repositioning arcs: loaded arcs, which repre-
sent load requests from specific origin terminals to specific destination terminals in
specific time periods and empty arcs, which represent the option to move resources
empty between two terminals in specified time periods and are determined based on
the carrier’s empty repositioning strategy. Let ALR denote the set of loaded arcs, AER
denote the set of empty arcs. Then, AR = ALR ∪ AER, where
ALR = {(vit, vjt+hij) : a load request exists from i to j in period t}
AER = {(vit, vjt+hij) : there is the option of moving resources empty from i to j in period t,
0 ≤ t ≤ ρ− hij}
Finally, let each node v ∈ V have a net supply b(v), which represents the number of
empty resources available at the corresponding terminal in the corresponding time
period. Let s be an auxiliary sink node with net supply b(s) = −∑v∈V b(v) and As
denote the auxiliary arcs entering sink node s. Then, the time-expanded network
representing this transportation system is G = (N ,A), where N = V ∪ {s} and
A = AI ∪ AR ∪ As.




{cTx : Ax = b, x(a) ≥ l(a) ∀a ∈ ALR} (2.1)
where the decision vector x quantifies the resource flow on each arc, c ∈ R|A|+ denotes
the transportation cost vector, A ∈ {0, 1,−1}|V|×|A| denotes the node-arc incidence
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matrix associated with G = (N ,A), and b ∈ Z|N | and l ∈ Z|A
L
R|
+ denote node net sup-
plies and flow lower bounds (dictated by load requests from customers), respectively.
Note that NP is polynomially solvable with standard minimum-cost flow algorithms
or linear programming.
Now suppose that the number of customer load requests on loaded arcs are un-
certain. To address this uncertainty, we formulate a mathematical model based on
the Adjustable Robust Counterpart (ARC) approach of [12], to be referenced as the
robust repositioning problem (RP), which supports an uncertain demand structure
where only nominal quantities (historical averages, forecasts, etc.) are known for
future load requests.
Let the nominal demand on loaded arc a ∈ ALR be l(a). We assume that every
potential demand realization l̃(a) ∈ Z+ falls in the interval [l(a)− l̂−(a), l(a) + l̂+(a)],
where l̂−(a) ∈ [0, l(a)] and l̂+(a) ≥ 0 denote the maximum negative and positive
deviations from the nominal demand quantity, respectively.
The purpose of the robust model is to ensure that the repositioning plan is recov-
erable, i.e., there exists a set of empty moves (referred to as recovery actions) that
can alter the repositioning plan obtained prior to the materialization of uncertain
demand, so that the altered plan will be feasible with respect to realized loaded de-
mand quantities. It is possible to ensure recoverability against all potential demand
realizations, including a scenario where all loaded demand quantities simultaneously
assume their worst-case values. It is also possible, and more realistic for practical
purposes, to pursue a less conservative approach and ensure recoverability against
only a subset of potential demand realizations. To control the level of conservatism,
we follow a method similar to the budget of uncertainty idea introduced in [17].
To control how much of the demand uncertainty RP will protect against, we
define the following limited perturbation set ϕk, where we guarantee recoverability
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only in cases where a certain proportion of the worst-case deviations are realized:
ϕk = {δ ∈ Z|A
L
R| : δ(a) ∈ [−kl̂−(a), kl̂+(a)] ∀a ∈ ALR}.
Here, k ∈ [0, 1] denotes the proportion of worst-case deviation from nominal demand
for which RP will guarantee recoverability. Note that when k = 0, every realization
is assumed to conform to nominal, and when k = 1, the robust model protects against
all potential realizations l̃ ∈ [l− l̂−, l + l̂+].
To assess the recoverability of repositioning plans found by RP, we first need
to define the set of allowed recovery actions. As mentioned in Section 2.1, the cost
of recovery actions will be ignored so that the originally two-stage problem can be
reduced to a single integer program. Because recovery will not be modeled explicitly
in the robust problem, it is crucial that the set of recovery actions consists only of
low-cost moves. Given the set of recovery arcs R ⊆ AR, the set of recovery actions is
defined as:
W = {w ∈ Z|A| : w(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ R, w(a) = 0 ∀a ∈ R0}
where R0 = {(vd0 , j) ∈ R : d ∈ D, j ∈ V} denotes the set of recovery arcs associated
with the initial time period. We assume that the decisions associated with the ini-
tial period are fixed and therefore cannot be altered with recovery actions, i.e., we
assume the resources will have already left their original locations en-route to their
intended destinations by the time recovery actions are to be taken, and hence cannot
be rerouted. Note that similar recovery sets can be defined if the decisions associated
with multiple periods are assumed to be fixed.
Using the definitions of limited perturbation set ϕk and set of recovery actions W ,
a formulation for RP is
RP(W,k) min
x∈Z|A|+
{cTx : x ∈ X(l),
∀ l + δ ∈ Zk ∃w ∈ W : x + w ∈ X(l + δ)} (2.2)
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where Zk = {̃l ∈ Z|A
L
R|
+ : l(a)− kl̂−(a) ≤ l̃(a) ≤ l(a) + kl̂+(a) ∀a ∈ ALR} denotes the
set of possible joint demand realizations corresponding to the limited perturbation
set ϕk, X(l) = {x ∈ Z|A| : Ax = b, x(a) ≥ l(a) ∀a ∈ ALR} denotes the set of feasible
flows with respect to flow balance and nominal demand satisfaction constraints, and
X(l+δ) is the set of feasible flows with respect to flow balance and perturbed demand
satisfaction constraints.





{cTx : x ∈ X(l),
x + wδ ∈ X(l + δ) ∀ δ ∈ ϕk,
wδ ∈ W ∀ δ ∈ ϕk} (2.3)
Since RP is primarily a problem of feasibility, we choose not to model costs associ-
ated with the set of recovery decisions, w. This feature constitutes a basis for the
more tractable alternative robust formulation, which guarantees recoverability not
by explicitly deciding on the recovery actions but by enforcing a set of recoverability
constraints in addition to the constraints of the nominal problem (NP). To further
describe the recoverability constraints, it is necessary to define vulnerability of node
sets and inbound-closed node sets.
Definition 2.1 (Node Set Vulnerability). For a set of nodes U ⊆ N , the vulnerability










Note that when the uncertainty set is ϕk, the vulnerability of node set U quantifies
the sum of maximum excess of loaded outflow from node set U and maximum shortage
of loaded inflow into node set U , multiplied by k.
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Definition 2.2 (Inbound-closed Node Set). Let G = (N ,A) denote a network. A set
of nodes C ⊆ N is inbound-closed if there exists no directed path in G from any node
i ∈ N \ C to any node j ∈ C.
Let GW = (N ,AW ) represent the recovery network induced by the set of recovery
actions W , where AW denotes the set of recovery arcs. It is important to observe that
in GW , an inbound-closed node set has no possible incoming recovery flow. Therefore,
such sets need to contain enough pooled inventory so that recovery is guaranteed
in worst-case demand realizations. In what follows, we provide the necessary and
sufficient conditions for guaranteed recovery flow. The proofs are relatively straight-
forward adaptations of the original proofs in [46], but they are provided in Appendix
A.1 for the sake of completeness.
Let GW (x, δ) represent the recovery network given a repositioning plan x and a
specific perturbation realization δ ∈ ϕk, where the net supply vector I ∈ Z|N | is
adjusted based on x and δ to reflect the marginal net inventory of resources available
(or needed) in the recovery problem.











δ(vd1 , j), d ∈ D















Proposition 2.1. A feasible solution x of NP is recoverable with recovery action
set W after a perturbation realization δ if and only if there exists a feasible flow in
GW (x, δ).
Proposition 2.2. Let UW denote the collection of inbound-closed node sets in GW .
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There exists a feasible flow in GW (x, δ) if and only if for every set of nodes U ∈ UW∑
v∈U
I(v) ≥ 0
Theorem 2.1. A feasible solution x of NP is also feasible for the robust problem
RP if and only if for every node set U ∈ UW∑
a∈∆out(U)∩AI
x(a) ≥ ϑ(U, k). (2.4)
The theorem provides the following alternative formulation for the robust model
RP:
ARP(W,k) min{cTx : x ∈ X(l),
∑
a∈∆out(U)∩AI
x(a) ≥ ϑ(U, k) ∀ U ∈ UW}
(2.5)
Observe that the number of variables in ARP is equal to the number of variables
in NP, whereas RP models all recovery actions explicitly and therefore introduces a
very large number of variables. Additionally, ARP has a significantly smaller number
of constraints compared to RP when the recovery network is designed pragmatically,
i.e., when only a small number of low-cost moves are allowed for recovery flow. It is
particularly important to note that the number of recoverability constraints in ARP
is only dependent on the structure of the recovery network and not on the possible
realizations in uncertainty set ϕk. Even though the number of such constraints is
directly related to the number of inbound-closed node sets in the recovery network,
which may be exponential, it is manageable when the recovery network is relatively
small.
In transportation applications, empty repositioning decisions are typically made
and implemented in a rolling horizon framework, where the optimization model is
solved for a given planning horizon but only today’s decisions are implemented. Sub-
sequently, model parameters are updated with the implemented decisions and tomor-
row’s realized demand quantities, and the optimization model can be solved once
more to obtain decisions for tomorrow; and so on.
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We propose to use our two-stage robust repositioning model in the rolling horizon
framework. In the two-stage robust model, the first stage represents the repositioning
decisions made prior to the materialization of demand, and the second stage repre-
sents the recovery decisions made after the realized demand quantities are observed.
Using this model in a rolling horizon framework provides opportunities to guarantee
recoverability every time the horizon is rolled forward and the next period’s demand
is materialized, much like seeking recourse options in a multi-stage stochastic pro-
gramming model.
When implementing ARP with rolling horizon, it may suffice for practical pur-
poses to guarantee recoverability only for the near future rather than the entire plan-
ning horizon, (i) as a measure to prevent overconservatism, and (ii) since we will
have other opportunities to ensure future recoverability after recent decisions are im-
plemented and the horizon is rolled. To demonstrate this idea, consider a time-space
network where the travel time between terminals is no more than one period and
repositioning is allowed between all pairs of terminals. Then, ensuring recoverability
of only the immediate next period’s repositioning actions would suffice, since recovery
actions for the periods that are further into the future will still be available after the
horizon is rolled. It is also important to note that in this case, even though feasi-
bility is not a concern, looking further into the future for recoverability can provide
more cost-effective repositioning plans by taking advantage of cheaper repositioning
moves that are available in the future and therefore would be missed by the myopic
approach of ensuring recoverability only for the immediate next period. Therefore,
it would be the most practical to consider recoverability for a reasonable number of
periods into the near future, without being overly myopic or conservative. With this
idea, instead of enforcing the recoverability constraints (2.4) for all node sets that
are inbound-closed in GW , we enforce such constraints for a limited sub-collection
of inbound-closed node sets. For this, we define a robustness horizon, R, and limit
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the collection of inbound-closed sets UW to include only the sets that contain nodes
associated with time periods that are no more than R periods into the future. This
approach helps in controlling the level of conservatism, as well as limiting the number
of recoverability constraints (2.4) in ARP for computational tractability.
To further control the level of conservatism in ARP, we define another robustness
parameter, N , which represents the maximum number of terminals contributing to
an inbound-closed node set. Introducing such a parameter to control conservatism is
motivated by the fact that it is not likely in real-life instances for worst-case empty
resource deficits to occur in a large number of terminals simultaneously. There-
fore, imposing recoverability constraints for the inbound-closed node sets with a large
number of terminals is likely to be too conservative for practical purposes, as well as
being computationally burdensome. With this idea, we limit UW to include only the
inbound-closed sets that contain nodes associated with a maximum of N terminals.
To summarize, the level of conservatism associated with ARP can be controlled
by controlling the following:
(i) ϑ(U, k), right-hand side of the recoverability constraints (2.4)
(ii) UW , collection of inbound-closed node sets in GW (the number and structure of
the node sets)
Controlling the right-hand side is possible by adjusting the value of the vulnerability
multiplier, k, which has no effect on the computational burden of building and solving
the model. On the contrary, controlling the number and structure of inbound-closed
node sets, which is possible by changing the values of robustness parameters R and
N , directly affects the computational burden of ARP. When not controlled via the
robustness parameters, ARP can become intractable due to potentially exponential
number of recoverability constraints. However, when the recovery network GW =
(N ,AW ) has certain characteristics, limiting UW by robustness parameters R and N
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can provide tractable ARP models that exhibit a linear increase in the number of
recoverability constraints with increasing number of terminals.
2.4 Computational Experiments
In this section, we first describe the testing framework that is devised to analyze the
proposed robust optimization methodology, and then present and discuss results of
our computational study. To assess the performance and efficiency of the proposed
methodology, we use a simulation framework. Furthermore, to evaluate the value of
robustness, we conduct computational experiments using the robust model ARP in
comparison to the nominal model NP. In the simulation framework; each day, a set
of load requests materializes and an optimization model is solved to determine an
empty repositioning plan. Based on this plan, the current day’s repositioning moves
are executed, the net supply quantities are updated based on the executed moves,
and the horizon is rolled forward to start from the next day.
2.4.1 Problem Instances
The basis for our computational study is a set of instances that are representative
of real-life empty repositioning settings. Multiple instances (representing multiple
demand realizations) are randomly generated for the same underlying network geog-
raphy and demand distribution. The inputs to the instance generation process are
the geographical locations of a set of terminals and the probabilities of each terminal
being the origin or destination of a load request. Using that information, nominal
demand quantities and deviations from the nominal values are obtained via Monte
Carlo simulation, and then the fleet size and initial resource locations are determined.
In generating the problem instances, we assume that a constant number of load
requests materialize each day of the planning horizon. Each load request is the result
of a multinomial trial with the origin and destination terminals determined using the
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origin and destination probabilities associated with each terminal. To generate realis-
tic instances, it is assumed that the transportation carrier operates a hub-and-spoke
network, where regional hubs act as consolidation centers for their spokes (non-hub
terminals). Load requests are routed so that loads first go from the origin terminal to
the origin regional hub, then, if necessary, from the origin regional hub to the desti-
nation regional hub, and, finally, from the destination regional hub to the destination
terminal. Thus, even though a load request can originate at any terminal and be des-
tined for any terminal, it is routed along the appropriate path in the hub-and-spoke
network.
Once load requests are generated and routed in the described manner for a large
number of days, average loaded demand is calculated for every arc a ∈ ALR (in the hub-
and-spoke network) and that quantity is recorded as the nominal demand quantity,
denoted as l(a). The maximum positive and negative deviations from nominal values,
denoted as l̂+(a) and l̂−(a), are also recorded.
Using the nominal demand quantities, we determine a fleet size that can feasibly
satisfy the nominal demand and realistically accommodate some demand uncertainty.
To achieve this, we solve a minimum cost network flow problem on a wrapped time-
expanded network, which represents the transportation system, for a planning horizon
of one week. The minimum fleet size required to satisfy the nominal loaded demand
is then increased by a factor to account for demand uncertainty. In order to obtain
meaningful results, 30 instances are generated for any given network geography and
demand structure, and computational results are presented as averages of these 30
instances.
2.4.2 Testing Framework
In order to test the performance of the described robust optimization approach for
empty repositioning problems, we develop a simulation framework that mimics the
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daily generation and execution of repositioning plans. For each day of the planning
horizon, a time-expanded network is generated, a variant of ARP is solved, the
repositioning decisions of the current day are executed, and the horizon is rolled to
start from the next day. The time-expanded network uses homogeneous time periods
of six hours and covers a workweek, i.e., five working days. Consequently, the time-
expanded network has 5× 4× |D| nodes (plus one auxiliary sink node).
The variant of ARP that we use in our experiments, ARP’, differs from the
original ARP in allowing outsourcing in case the nominal demand satisfaction and
recoverability cannot be feasibly attained with the current fleet size. ARP’ explic-
itly models the option of outsourcing load requests to ensure feasibility. For this, we
introduce outsourcing variables to the original ARP formulation and assign a suffi-
ciently large penalty cost to outsourcing so that it occurs only when it is absolutely
necessary for feasibility. Note that positive values of outsourcing variables can also
be interpreted as unsatisfied demand, depending on whether the carrier operates on
an outsourcing or a lost demand policy.












x(a) = bi ∀i ∈ N
(2.6)
x(a) + y(a) ≥ l(a) ∀a ∈ ALR (2.7)∑
a∈∆out(U)∩AI
x(a) ≥ ϑ(U, k) ∀U ∈ UW}, (2.8)
where M > 0 is a sufficiently large positive number that represents the outsourcing
(or lost demand) cost, and y represents the outsourcing (or lost demand) vector.
When ARP’ is solved for a week of five workdays starting from today, the outcome
is an empty repositioning plan and a set of load requests to be outsourced. In the
simulation framework, the next step is implementing the moves (i.e., served load
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requests, outsourced load requests, and empty repositioning) of the first day, which
translates into adjusting the net supply values at the nodes impacted by these moves.
After today’s moves are executed, the horizon is rolled forward by one day, and
tomorrow’s demand is observed. In order to roll the horizon, the nodes associated with
today’s periods are deleted from the time-expanded network, along with the relevant
inventory and repositioning arcs. Furthermore, nodes and arcs for one more day are
appended to the end of the time-expanded network. Once the network is updated with
the rolling horizon logic, we assume that one day has passed and that load requests for
the (new) first day are observed. To reflect the load requests that have materialized,
the flow lower bounds, l(a), of the relevant arcs are changed from nominal to realized
demand quantities. An algorithmic summary of the testing procedure is presented in
Algorihtm 2.1.
Algorithm 2.1 Testing Framework
for t ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 20} do
Observe real demand of day t
Generate Gt, the time-expanded network starting with day t
Solve ARP’ on Gt
Implement decisions associated with day t
end for
To assess the value of robustness, we compare the performance of the empty repo-
sitioning plans generated by the robust approach to those generated without robust-
ness consideration. The approach without robustness consideration simply replaces
ARP’ with NP’ in Algorithm 2.1, where NP’ denotes a variant of NP that allows
outsourcing for feasibility.
2.4.3 Computational Results
We test the performance of various robust and non-robust approaches on geographies
with 30, 80, and 100 terminals. Section 2.4.3.1 focuses on analyzing the impact of
the choice of robustness parameters, i.e., the robustness horizon (R), the number of
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terminals in an inbound closed set (N), and the vulnerability multiplier (k). The
30, 80, and 100-terminal geographies are divided into 5, 7, and 10 sharing groups,
respectively, and the sharing groups are designed so that the terminals in sharing
groups are within close proximity to each other and the number of terminals in each
sharing group is the same (or as close to each other as possible). Section 2.4.3.2 focuses
on the impact of the sharing group configuration, i.e., the number and make up of
the sharing groups, and therefore various sharing group configurations are explored
in detail for a 30-terminal geography.
The performance measures that we focus on are the outsourcing ratio (the num-
ber of outsourced load requests divided by the total number of load requests), the
transportation cost incurred by the carrier, and the solution time.
In the body of the text, we mainly rely on graphs and figures to present the results
of computational experiments, but, for completeness, tables with detailed results are
provided in Appendix A.2.
2.4.3.1 Value of Robustness
In this section, we concentrate on the benefits of robust, as opposed to nominal, empty
repositioning; as well as the impact of level of conservatism on solution quality. All
computational experiments reported in this section are conducted with uncertainty
sets [max{0, l − kl̂−}, l + kl̂+], where the demand realizations come from a uniform
distribution with support [max{0, l − l̂−}, l + l̂+]. Different values for the parameter
k, which specifies the fraction of the worst-case deviation from nominal demand that
the recoverability constraints are to protect against, are considered in the test setting.
These values are 1, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4. Note that higher values of k correspond to higher
levels of protection (i.e., are more conservative).
The robusntness horizon (R) and the maximum number of terminals contribut-
ing to an inbound-closed node set (N) affect solution performance both in terms of
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solution quality and computational tractability. Therefore, different values for those
parameters are considered in our computational experiments, namely 2,4,6,8,10,16,
and 20 for R and 2,3,4 and 5 for N . In the visual representation of results, a marker
label (R,N) is representative of a test case where at most R time periods are ac-
counted for in the recoverability constraints, and there are at most N terminals in
each inbound-closed node set.
The robust approach, as opposed to a non-robust (i.e., nominal) approach, moves
the empty resources to “the right places at the right times” so that the terminals
that are more vulnerable to demand uncertainty can be feasibly served with recovery
moves. Naturally, while ensuring that the resources are at the right places at the
right times, the robust approach moves the resources around more than a nominal
approach. It is important to note that in our experimental setting, we place emphasis
on improving the service level (and not so much reducing the total transportation
cost), so we set the unit outsourcing cost to be very high. However, it is also possible
to set the unit outsourcing cost closer to the unit transportation cost, in order to rep-
resent environments where incurring a low total transportation cost is a comparably


































































































Figure 2.1: Effect of R on outsourcing and transportation cost (k = 1/3, averaged over
30 instances)
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Figure 2.1 presents total transportation cost and outsourcing ratio for different
levels of conservatism on 30, 80, and 100-terminal networks. It illustrates the effect
of robustness in improving service level while causing a slight increase in total trans-
portation cost. Tables A.1, A.2, and A.3 of Appendix A.2 provide further details
and demonstrate that a considerable increase in service level can be achieved with
an acceptable increase in computation time when robustness parameters are selected
pragmatically. In the discussion to follow, we study the effects of each of the three
robustness parameters (R, N , and k) independently.
First, we study the effects of limiting the robustness horizon, R. As seen in
Figure 2.1a, when the values of k and N are kept constant, increasing R results in
substantial increase in service level up to a certain point, around R = 10. However, as
R increases from 10 to 16, the increase in service level is less significant and it comes
at (relatively speaking) greater increase in transportation cost. Furthermore, as we
increase R from 16 to 20 (not included in the figure because of difficulty in viewing),
outsourcing actually increases, from 0.57% to 0.60%, contrary to the decreasing trend
observed for lower R values. This change in the trend can intuitively be explained
with overconservatism, since a robust approach looking too far into the future can
accumulate resources at terminals that have high demand in the distant future at the
expense of outsourcing demand in the present. Therefore, the value of R must be
chosen so that the resulting repositioning plan reflects the service level advantage of
robustness and not the adverse effects of overconservatism.
Second, we focus on the effects of limiting N , the maximum number of terminals
in an inbound-closed node set. Since increasing N increases the number of inbound-
closed node sets (and hence the number of recoverability constraints) exponentially, it
was not computationally feasible to test for very large values of N , especially in larger
geographies. But it can be clearly seen in Figure 2.2 that increasing N causes a con-










































Figure 2.2: Effect of N in a 30-terminal geography (averaged over 30 instances)
(Marker size is proportional to the natural logarithm of total computation time.)
level. We observed a similar trend in the outcomes of our experiments with N = 2
and N = 3 in larger geographies. Generally, considering more than two terminals in a
recoverability constraint does not improve overall solution performance significantly.
This outcome was expected, since we only allow empty repositioning between empty
hubs and their spokes and not between spokes. Setting N = 2 corresponds to having
every spoke with its designated hub in inbound-closed node set, and allowing more
terminals in such sets by increasing N only slightly improves the service level.
Finally, the impact of the vulnerability multiplier, which dictates how wide the
robust uncertainty interval is compared to the underlying demand distribution, on
solution quality is investigated. Examining Figure 2.3, it is clear that on average, as
k increases from 1/4 to 1/2, the service level increases without causing the total trans-
portation cost to increase by much and without a noticeable increase in computation
time. However, as can be seen especially in the 30-terminal geometry, increasing k
to 1, i.e., protecting against the worst-case demand realizations, can actually results
in only slightly better service levels, but at significantly higher total transportation
costs. Furthermore, in some individual test instances, we observe lower service levels
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than the non-robust approach when protecting against worst-case demand realizations
by setting k = 1. Similar to increasing R excessively, this is due to overconservatism.
When k = 1, the repositioning plans are protected against all uncertainty, which
means that the plan can be recovered even when all future loaded demand is real-
ized at the worst-case values. Generally, this much conservatism is unnecessary for
practical purposes, and it generates solutions that are even more vulnerable to un-
certainty than those produced by a non-robust approach, by accumulating resources
at certain terminals for potential future need at the cost of outsourcing demand at
other terminals today.
































































































Figure 2.3: Effect of k (averaged over 30 instances) (Marker size is proportional to
total computation time.)
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In our computational experiments where (i) about 10% of the terminals act as
empty hubs, (ii) the maximum travel time between an empty hub and a designated
spoke and between two empty hubs are 3 and 10 periods, respectively, and (iii) uncer-
tain demand quantities follow a uniform distribution; we observe that the proposed
robust methodology with robustness parameters (R,N) = (8, 2) and k = 1/3 pro-
duces high-quality repositioning plans in acceptable computation times, i.e., about
250 seconds for instances with 30 terminals, about 4,350 seconds for instances with
80 terminals, and about 10,400 seconds for instances with 100 terminals. In a similar
manner, robustness parameters that would provide the most desirable outcome in
terms of service level, total transportation cost, and computational burden can be
determined for different geographies and network parameters.
2.4.3.2 Sharing Group Configuration
In this section, we concentrate on the impact of sharing group configuration on service
level and total transportation cost. More specifically, we investigate the effects of
(i) the number and size of the sharing groups; and (ii) the volume of nominal inbound
and outbound loaded demand of sharing groups. All computational experiments
reported in this section are conducted on a 30-terminal geography with either 3, 5,
or 7 sharing groups, where the number of terminals in each sharing group is the same
(or as close to each other as possible), and each sharing group is either balanced, in
terms of inbound and outbound loaded demand, or imbalanced. The different sharing
group configurations are shown in Figure 2.4.
First, we examine the effects of sharing group balance in terms of inbound and out-
bound loaded demand. An imbalanced sharing group configuration has some sharing
groups that dominantly act as the origin or the destination of load requests, whereas
in a balanced configuration all sharing groups have roughly equal inbound and out-





























































































































































(f) 7 Sharing groups - balanced
Hub Spoke Outbound-heavy terminal Inbound-heavy terminal
Figure 2.4: Sharing group configurations for 30-terminal geography
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uncertainty (outsourced load requests and excessive empty repositioning) are observed
more strongly in a system with an imbalanced sharing group configuration (for both
robust and non-robust empty repositioning plans). A balanced sharing group con-
figuration provides an extra layer of risk pooling, so that within each sharing group,
terminals with lower-than-expected net loaded demand can provide empty resources
to those with higher-than-expected net loaded demand. This way, (i) outsourcing is
reduced, as resources are more likely to be available within the sharing group when
needed, and (ii) less empty repositioning occurs between sharing groups, as sharing
groups are more self-sufficient in terms of demand and supply of empty resources.













































5 Sharing groups - balanced
Figure 2.5: Effect of inbound/outbound loaded demand balance (30 terminals, k = 1/3,
averaged over 30 instances)
Next, we focus on how the number and size of sharing groups affect outsourcing
and total transportation cost. Figure 2.6 reveals patterns that can be explained with
risk pooling and average travel distance within and between sharing groups. When
the number of sharing groups increases from 3 to 5, the larger number of empty
hubs eases the demand intensity on each hub, hence lessening the adverse effects
of demand uncertainty (in both robust and non-robust empty repositioning plans).
It is also worth noting that a sharing group configuration with 3 sharing groups
naturally has sharing groups that cover a larger geographic area, and thus longer
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3 Sharing groups - balanced
5 Sharing groups - balanced
7 Sharing groups - balanced
Figure 2.6: Effect of sharing group size (30 terminals, k = 1/3, averaged over 30
instances)
spoke-hub distances and therefore higher empty repositioning costs within a sharing
group. When the number of sharing groups increases from 5 to 7, the decrease in
sharing group size causes a decrease in the risk pooling within the sharing groups, and,
as a consequence, an increase in empty repositioning between sharing groups. This
leads to (i) greater total transportation cost, as the travel distances between sharing
groups are relatively long compared to those within sharing groups, and (ii) more
outsourcing, as the longer intergroup travel times can cause empty resources to arrive
too late.
For every geography and demand intensity, sharing group configurations with
appropriately sized and balanced (in terms of inbound and outbound loaded demand)
groups can be designed in order to take advantage of pooling benefits.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced a rolling horizon framework featuring a robust opti-
mization model for an empty repositioning problem subject to arc demand uncer-
tainty. The proposed robust model finds repositioning plans that are feasible for
nominal demand quantities and recoverable (by using a predefined set of recovery
actions) for every possible demand realization, or a subset of demand realizations.
By using this two-stage robust model in a rolling horizon framework, we accurately
represent the multi-stage nature of a typical transportation carrier’s day-to-day op-
erations. In order to pragmatically control the level of conservatism of the robust
model, we defined model-specific robustness parameters.
We demonstrated the value of this framework with a comprehensive computa-
tional study, which includes problem instances with various network and fleet sizes,
robustness parameters, and recovery action sets. Even though our computational
study mainly concentrates on instances with (i) hub-and-spoke networks (and hub-
to-spoke recovery actions), (ii) relatively small fleets, and (iii) demand imbalance,
and heavily prioritizes service level over other performance measures (such as in-
curred transportation costs); the robust rolling horizon framework can be used with
appropriate network and robustness parameters to accurately represent numerous
network structures, demand distributions, and objectives. The computational results
illustrate that when the robustness parameters are selected pragmatically, this frame-
work can improve service level significantly compared to a nominal approach, while
causing only a slight increase in transportation cost. Robustness parameters also help
in keeping the formulation tractable, as the robust model tends to have exponentially
many recoverability constraints when it aims for recoverability against all possible
demand realizations.
Finally, we investigated how various sharing group configurations can affect the
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quality of the repositioning plans in terms of operational and computational simplic-
ity. By designing the sharing group configuration in a way that balances expected
transportation volumes within and between sharing groups, we were able to improve
service level and reduce transportation cost in our test instances.
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CHAPTER III
AN INTEGRATED FLEET MANAGEMENT MODEL
INTRODUCING ALTERNATIVE FUEL TRUCKS
3.1 Introduction
Today, climate change has become a very important concern for the sustainability of
the planet. Therefore, analyzing the sources of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
working on emission reduction strategies are now more important than ever. As can
be seen on Figure 3.1a, the transportation sector is one of the largest contributors
to U.S. GHG emissions. Furthermore, between 1990 and 2013, GHG emissions in
this sector increased more in absolute terms than any other sector. Medium- and
heavy-duty trucks, which constitute the focus of this research, are responsible for
23% of emissions in the transportation sector. [45] The situation is similar in the
European Union (EU), where transportation generates 24.3% of total GHG emissions
(Figure 3.1b). Heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs) produce about a quarter of CO2 emissions
from the road transport sector. More importantly for this study, despite efforts for
improvements in fuel efficiency, CO2 emissions from HDVs rose by 36% between 1990
and 2010, mainly due to increasing road freight traffic. The European Commission
(EC) recognizes that changes need to be made in order to meet their goal of reducing
GHG emissions from transport to 60% below 1990 levels by 2050. [44]
Due to environmental concerns, potential fuel savings, and encouraging govern-
ment funding, there have been widespread efforts to switch to greener fleets in heavy-
duty trucking. In 2012, Coca-Cola added more than 750 hybrid electric delivery
trucks (with 35 ft trailers) to its U.S. and Canada fleet, which in turn amounted to



























(b) In the EU (2012)
Figure 3.1: Greenhouse gas emissions by sector
more Alternative Fuel Vehicles (AFVs) to their fleet, making their fleet the largest
heavy-duty hybrid fleet in North America. [40] In 2008, the largest port complex in
the U.S., located in Southern California, started a truck replacement initiative for
adding 219 liquified natural gas (LNG) trucks to be used in their operations, which
resulted in 182 LNG trucks actively on the road in June 2012 and more trucks whose
purchases were under way. [38] Heavy-duty AFVs also attracted interest from com-
panies with smaller fleets. For example, M&M Cartage, a freight hauling company
based in Kentucky, recently purchased 30 compressed natural gas (CNG) trucks that
reduce CO2 emissions by 11 grams per mile compared to diesel trucks, and plan to
purchase 100 more by 2018. [39] Another example is Monarch Beverage Company,
located in Indiana. Since 2009, they purchased 80 CNG haulers for their fleet and
built a CNG fueling station, which resulted in fuel cost savings of over $2 million a
year. [41]
This research is motivated by the practice of introducing alternative fuel trucks
(AFTs) into an existing diesel fleet in long-haul trucking. Though the method pro-
posed in this study is not limited to facilitating the introduction of AFTs but also
can be used for managing any stage of any fleet mix, it is particularly helpful for
smoothly integrating new fleet types that also require some infrastructural changes in
the trucking network, such as additional or modified maintenance facilities or fueling
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stations, into existing fleet.
We present an integrated fleet management model, which we will refer to as P, that
takes into consideration multiple levels of interdependent decisions that may be faced
by a company with a long-haul trucking fleet while facilitating fleet replacement.
The model makes fleet purchase and retirement decisions, while ensuring feasible
operations and also exploring possible infrastructural changes. As the main focus of
this study is introducing new types of trucks into the fleet, the infrastructural change
taken into account in P is modifying some existing terminals to make them compatible
for maintaining and/or fueling the new truck types. The planning horizon is divided
into time periods, and the model is designed to ensure economical fleet replacement
decisions, feasible maintenance and fueling for every truck type, and customer demand
satisfaction at every time period.
Integrated fleet management model is examined in detail from multiple perspec-
tives. Two variants of the model, which dictate AFT purchases by enforcing a certain
proportion of the total truck-miles and total loaded truck-miles, respectively, to be
traveled by AFTs, are introduced and some characteristics of these variants are inves-
tigated. Then, in order to demonstrate the benefits of including infrastructural and
operational considerations in the model, a computational study examining the opti-
mal solutions of the model is conducted for various demand, target AFT proportion,
and cost scenarios. Finally, a Benders’ decomposition approach and a variable neigh-
borhood search (VNS) algorithm are proposed, and their performances are assessed
with extensive computational experiments.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 3.2, existing
literature on fleet replacement problems is presented in detail. Section 3.3 presents the
two variants of the integrated fleet management problem (P, P′) and a computational
study analyzing the effects of integrating infrastructural and operational decisions into
the model on optimal solutions of P′. Section 3.4 describes a Benders’ decomposition
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framework and a variable neighborhood search algorithm to efficiently solve P′, and
Section 3.5 provides an extensive computational study demonstrating the performance
of these solution methodologies. Finally, Section 3.6 summarizes our findings.
3.2 Literature Review
Equipment replacement decisions have been important in production and service in-
dustries for a long time. Various decision-making strategies, especially optimization
methods are suggested for this problem in the literature. The earlier examples of
these optimization methods utilize dynamic programming (DP), such as [126] and
[11]. Following those, [42] extends their work to take into account technological
improvements. Later, a new dynamic programming formulation for the problem is
presented in [130]. [35] extend the decision set by introducing some new decisions,
and demonstrate their proposed method in real-life applications. [116] suggests using
rolling horizon logic in a dynamic programming setting for equipment replacement
decisions, and shows important properties of regeneration points.
As the dynamic programming models improved more and more to represent real-
life situations, various problem parameters are modeled to be uncertain. [116] men-
tion incorporating probabilistic machine breakdowns into their model. [90] introduce
a Markov decision process (MDP) that operates in an equipment replacement set-
ting where the timing of technological improvement, as well as the additional revenue
it may generate, are uncertain. Later, [63] presents a dynamic program where as-
set utilizations are probabilistic, and [66] considers a problem where the demand is
stochastic and machine utilizations vary by the age of the machine. A model where
technological breakthroughs are assumed to arrive stochastically and result in new
cost structures that are also stochastic is developed in [68].
In relatively recent examples in dynamic programming literature, various aspects
of the equipment replacement problem are still being explored. For example, [67]
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investigates the cases where the optimal infinite-horizon solution for equipment re-
placement is also a good solution to the finite-horizon problem. Other studies, such
as [52] and [97], present successful applications of the deterministic DP formulation to
real-life problems. [52] uses an equipment replacement DP with a backward recursion
on Texas Department of Transportation vehicle fleet data, while [97] study 4 × 4
vehicle replacement within the International Committee of the Red Cross.
Another line of research relies on linear (LP), integer (IP), or mixed-integer pro-
gramming (MIP) models to represent and solve equipment replacement problems. A
basic LP for multiple period equipment replacement problem that models multiple
equipment types is presented in [54], and it is later extended to support airline opera-
tions in [91]. [72] presents a fleet replacement IP model that looks into keep or replace
decisions of each individual asset at every time period, and suggests a Lagrangian re-
laxation for solving the large IP. [103] adapts a basic equipment replacement MIP to
support demand fluctuations by making capacity expansion decisions together with
equipment replacement decisions. [65] presents an IP to solve a parallel replacement
problem with capital budgeting constraints, and explores some polyhedral character-
istics. Later, [73] demonstrates the effectiveness of that IP in a real-life case study
on the operations of a city transit bus operator in Europe. [25] define a MIP for par-
allel replacement of equipment under economies of scale, and proposes some effective
cutting planes for the problem.
When equipment replacement decisions arise, there are usually other interdepen-
dent decisions that require attention. This is a crucial fact that motivated this re-
search, as we propose making infrastructure, fleet replacement, and fleet deployment
decisions jointly. There are examples in the equipment replacement literature that
stem from the same motivation. [119] suggests an IP that simultaneously makes fleet
replacement and fleet operating decisions in an urban transit setting. [64] and [133]
present integer and linear programming models, respectively, that determine tactical
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(replacement) and operational (utilization) decisions at the same time. [133] also
provides a decomposition-based solution methodology for the integrated replacement
and utilization problem. [70] introduce an optimal control model that highlights the
benefits of replacement and utilization decisions being made jointly, rather than se-
quentially in a fleet of vessels. In similar spirit, [125] describe an integer programming
approach to combine fleet replacement decisions with aggregated task assignment de-
cisions, and [69] study the fleet replacement and composition problem while explicitly
accounting for vehicle routing costs.
Quite a few recent studies incorporate environmental considerations into equip-
ment replacement decisions. Particularly in the field of transportation, where re-
duction in carbon emissions is crucial, such considerations are very important. [125]
considers optimal fleet replacement and assignment for a CNG bus fleet. Another
model for making replacement decisions in a fleet with CNG and diesel busses is de-
veloped by [60], which finds cost-minimizing strategies that meet pollutant reduction
goals. Similarly, to reduce carbon emissions, [55] and [53] propose IPs minimizing
purchase, operating, maintenance, and emissions costs for electric passenger cars and
electric commercial vehicles, respectively. [96] develops an IP that considers purchas-
ing and retirement of trucks with multiple fuel options, while also ensuring demand
satisfaction in an aggregate sense.
[9] develops a two-stage game theoretic model that helps with the decision of how
much to rely on alternative fuel vehicles and evaluates the implications of greening
of the transportation fleet. Also using a game theoretical approach, [31] presents a
cooperative game considering various stakeholders for the electric vehicle adoption
decision in commercial fleets. They give the fleet of La Poste, the national postal
operator of France, as an example setting where their methodology can be useful.
Later, [77] proposes a discrete-time, stochastic dynamic programming formulation
for the electric vehicle adoption decision of La Poste, which supports uncertainty fuel
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and battery acquisition prices. A Markov decision process for fleet replacement is
proposed in [120], which decides on whether to keep the existing technology, upgrade
to a newer technology which produces a smaller environmental burden, or wait for
an even newer, cleaner technology which may be introduced soon. Another modeling
and solution approach that embraces uncertainty in fleet replacement is presented in
[6], where a stochastic program is formulated using conditional value at risk (CVaR)
to account for uncertainty in the decision process.
3.3 Integrated Fleet Management Model
In this section, two variants of a MIP formulation for making fleet replacement deci-
sions in a setting where alternative fuel trucks (AFTs) are being introduced into the
existing fleet of diesel trucks (DTs) is presented. Then, the benefits of integrating
maintenance facility opening and routing considerations into this model is empha-
sized by presenting optimal solutions to the model under numerous demand, target,
and cost scenarios, and inspecting the effects of integrated decision making.
The MIP formulation, referenced as the “integrated fleet management model” si-
multaneously takes into account strategic, tactical, and operational decisions. Since
AFTs require very different maintenance and fueling methods than diesel trucks, the
strategic decision of when and where to open new maintenance facilities to accommo-
date AFTs is modeled explicitly. Tactical decisions concern when and how many of
each truck type to purchase and retire, and operational decisions manage truck deploy-
ment to predefined service routes. The model resembles a multi-commodity network
flow model, while also having network design characteristics due to the maintenance
facility opening decisions. The two variants of the model are distinguished by how
they induce AFT purchases. The first variant (P) and the second variant (P′) enforce
certain proportions of total truck-miles and total loaded truck-miles, respectively, to
be traveled by AFTs at every time period.
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3.3.1 Integrated Fleet Management Model with Truck-mile Targets
The model is defined over a network G = (N ,A), where nodes represent terminals
and arcs represent connections between terminals. Trucks are assumed to operate on
a set of predefined routes, R. These routes are designed to be short enough for AFTs
to run without requiring intermediate fuel or maintenance stops. Customer demand,
which requires truck loads to be transported between specific origins and destina-
tions at specific time periods, must be satisfied by the fleet at hand. Furthermore,
targets specifying the minimum proportion of AFT truck-miles to total truck-miles
are enforced, as an incentive for the trucking company to switch to an AFT fleet.
Three types of decisions are modeled in P. These decisions, which are defined
over a planning horizon of T time periods are listed below.
• Opening maintenance facilities to service alternative fuel trucks, denoted by
binary decision variables yjt for every terminal j ∈ N and time period t =
1, . . . , T
• Purchase and retirement of diesel (D) and alternative fuel (A) trucks, where
decision variables
– pkt represent the number of trucks of type k ∈ {A,D} to be purchased in
the beginning of period t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, and
– rkτt represent the number of trucks of type k ∈ {A,D} purchased in the
beginning of period τ ∈ {1, . . . , t} to be salvaged in the beginning of period
t ∈ {1, . . . , T}.
• Assigning diesel and alternative fuel trucks to routes in the network, denoted
by decision variables xkiτt to represent the number of trucks of type k ∈ {A,D}
purchased in the beginning of period τ ∈ {1, . . . , t} to be assigned to route
i ∈ R in period t ∈ {1, . . . , T}
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Decision variables other than the ones representing the maintenance facilities are
modeled as continuous variables. This is a reasonable approximation for reasonably-
sized fleets, where the number of trucks assigned to routes are relatively large. The
parameters used in the model are as follows:
Cjt Cost of opening a maintenance facility for AFTs at terminal j in period t,
and operating it until the end of the planning horizon
P kt Cost of purchasing a truck of type k at the beginning of period t (discounted
to present time)
Rkτt Salvage value of retiring a truck of type k purchased at the beginning of
period τ at the beginning of period t (discounted to present time)
ckτt Cost of operating a truck of type k purchased at the beginning of period
τ in period t
p̄Dt Number of diesel trucks existing in initial fleet, which were purchased in
period t (t ≤ 0)
ni Number of times route i can be traversed by a truck in one period
τa Travel time on arc a
Dat Demand on arc a in period t, in number of full truck loads
Mit Big-M value denoting the maximum number of alternative fuel trucks that
will benefit from opening an alternative fuel truck maintenance facility
along route i (Calculated as Mit =
maxa∈A(i)Dat
ni
, where A(i) denotes the
arcs of route i)
bt Target proportion of the AFT-miles to total truck-miles traveled in period
t
The model formulation of P is presented below. (3.1) is a cost-minimizing ob-
jective function, where maintenance facility opening/operating, truck purchasing and
operating costs are considered, as well as salvage values of retiring trucks. It is impor-
tant to note that an end-of-horizon cost is incorporated into the truck operating cost
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at the end of the planning horizon, ckτT , for each truck type k ∈ {A,D} and purchase
period τ ≤ T , in order to accurately represent end-of-horizon effects. Constraint set
(3.2) represents inventory balance equations for existing fleet that was purchased at
or before time period 0. (3.3) and (3.4) are typical inventory balance and demand
satisfaction constraints, respectively. (3.5) represents big-M constraints that prohibit
assignment of alternative fuel trucks to routes with no maintenance facility for those
trucks. Mit values are calculated as the maximum number of trucks necessary to
satisfy the demand of every arc along route i in period t, in order to prevent the
utilization of more AFTs than necessary for demand satisfaction. Finally, target con-
straints that enforce at least a certain proportion of the truck-miles must be traveled
by alternative fuel trucks are presented in (3.6). (Note that satisfying truck-mile tar-
gets is the same as satisfying targets in terms of number of trucks, since the trucks



















































xkiτt t = 1, . . . , T (3.6)
yjt ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ N , t = 1, . . . , T (3.7)
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Figure 3.2: Sample network with 6 terminals and 3 routes
An important shortcoming of P in realistically representing fleet management
operations is that it allows purchasing and operating AFTs only to satisfy AFT
target requirements, even when they are not needed for demand satisfaction. To
exemplify a scenario where this may happen, consider a single-period problem on the
6-terminal geography presented in Figure 3.2 with three demand arcs (1, 2), (3, 4),
and (5, 6), each having a demand of 10 truck loads; and three routes {(1, 2), (2, 1)},
{(3, 4), (4, 3)}, and {(5, 6), (6, 5)}, each having a travel time of 1 period. Suppose
that the target requirements dictate that at least half of the total miles traveled must
be traveled by AFTs. In this setting, let solution (1) be opening 1 maintenance
facility and purchasing/running 20 AFTs and 20 DTs, and solution (2) be opening
2 maintenance facilities and purchasing/running 20 AFTs and 10 diesel trucks. If
solution (1) is cheaper than solution (2), P would choose solution (1), which requires
purchasing 10 more AFTs than required by the demand and running them empty so
that the target requirement is satisfied. Clearly, a solution where trucks are running
empty without satisfying any demand is undesirable from an operational viewpoint,
even when it is cheaper. In what follows, we discuss the circumstances under which
this never happens when the following simplifying assumptions hold:
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(1) Demand is constant, i.e., Dat = Da, ∀t = 1, . . . , T .
(1) There is no initial fleet, i.e., p̄Dτ = 0, ∀τ ≤ 0.
(1) There is only one target constraint (requiring at least b proportion of the fleet to
be AFTs) at the beginning of the planning period, i.e., bt = b, ∀t = 1, . . . , T .
(1) Maintenance facility opening and operating cost is the same for all terminals,
i.e., Cjt = Ct, ∀j ∈ N .
Proposition 3.1. Let F ⊆ N represent the set of terminals where maintenance
facilities are opened at the beginning of the planning horizon and R(F ) ⊆ R represent
the set of routes passing through the terminals in F . Furthermore, let A(F ) = {a ∈
A : ∃R ∈ R(F ) : a ∈ R} denote the set of arcs on all routes passing through the
terminals in F . Under assumptions (1) - (4), running empty AFTs only to satisfy
targets will never be optimal under P unless the demand on all arcs a ∈ A(F ) is
satisfied with AFTs.
Let TCk = P k1 +
∑T
t=1 c1t + Q
k
1,T+1 for k ∈ {A,D} denote the total lifetime cost
of both truck types. (Qkt1,t2 represents the present worth of all costs incurred after
period t2 − 1 if a truck of type k that is purchased at period t1 is kept and optimally
replaced indefinitely.) Note that this definition of lifetime cost assumes that the
payback period of the trucks is longer than the planning horizon, but it can be easily
extended to the case where the payback period is shorter than T . Let XAF and X
D
F
denote the minimum number of trucks required to satisfy all the demand in A(F )


















F −XAF quantify the number of AFTs that must run empty to satisfy
the target constraints with a given set of maintenance facilities, F . Furthermore, let






xi ≥ Da,∀a ∈ A}





≥ b} represent the smallest
set of terminals, opening maintenance facilities at which will allow the demand to be
satisfied with Xmin trucks and the target to be satisfied.
Theorem 3.1. Under assumptions (1) - (4), an optimal solution of P will never
require running empty AFTs only to satisfy targets if
(i) TCA > TCD and (XAF + eF − bXmin)TCA + (XDF − (1− b)Xmin)TCD > (|Fmin|−
|F |)C1, or
(i) TCA ≤ TCD and (XAF + eF −XAFmin)TCA + (XDF −XDFmin) > (|Fmin| − |F |)C1
for every F ⊆ N with eF > 0.
3.3.2 Integrated Fleet Management Model with Loaded Truck-mile Tar-
gets
For cases where the conditions in Theorem 3.1 do not hold, we propose a modified
model P′ that enforces target constraints based on loaded travel. Clearly, when AFT
targets are enforced on loaded truck-miles, the AFTs will never be purchased and
operated empty only to satisfy targets. P′ is formulated below, where the additional
set of variables lkat denotes the number of truck loads of type k passing through arc a
in period t for all k ∈ {A,D}, a ∈ A, and t = 1, . . . , T . The target constraints in this







































at t = 1, . . . , T (3.14)
lAat, l
D
at ≥ 0 a ∈ A, t = 1, . . . , T, (3.15)
Constraint set (3.12) couples the xkiτt and l
k
at variables, and (3.13) ensures demand
satisfaction. Finally, constraint set (3.14) enforce loaded truck-mile targets for AFTs.
From this point on in this chapter, the computational experiments are going to be
conducted on this variant of the integrated fleet management model, rather than P.
In order to simplify the model, sufficient conditions for never having AFT pur-
chases or maintenance facility openings at time periods other than “critical periods”
are developed in Theorem 3.2. (Here, critical periods are period 1 and the periods
when there is an increase in AFT targets.) This idea is implemented in the Ben-
ders’ decomposition framework we introduce in Section 3.4.1 to improve convergence
behavior.







QAt2,T+1) denote the total cost of purchasing d diesel trucks at period t1, operating
them until t2, retiring them and purchasing a AFTs at period t2, and operating those
indefinitely. Under assumptions (1), (2) and (4), an optimal solution of P′ will
never require opening maintenance facilities or purchasing AFTs at periods other
than {1} ∪ T if
(i) C(t1, t2, 1, 1) < C(t1, t2 − 1, 1, 1), or
(i) C(t1, t2, 1, d
∗) > C(t1, t2 − 1, 1, d∗) and Mt2−1 −Mt2 ≤ C(t1, t2, 1, d∗)− C(t1, t2 −
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1, 1, d∗)
for all t1 = 1, . . . , T and t2 ≥ t1, where d∗ = mini∈R nimaxi∈R ni , and T = {1 ≤ t ≤ T : bt ≥
bt−1}.
3.3.3 Optimal Solutions of the Integrated Fleet Management Model with
Loaded Truck-mile Targets (P′)
In this section, we present optimal fleet management strategies found by the inte-
grated fleet management model with loaded truck-mile targets (P′) on small bench-
mark problem instances with various demand, target, and cost characteristics. In
each class of problem instances, we investigate the optimal fleet management plans
and emphasize the impact of integrating maintenance facility and routing decisions
into the fleet replacement model.
The problem instances are defined over a small network with 10 terminals and 24
time periods, where there is an initial fleet of DTs. 2 truck types (DTs and AFTs) are
considered for being purchased and dispatched in the planning horizon. Truck operat-
ing costs in the mathematical model represent both fuel costs and planned/unplanned
maintenance costs. In order to include aging effects in the model, these costs increase
linearly with the age of the truck. Salvage values of trucks are calculated based on a
straight line depreciation method, where the salvage value drops to zero at the end
of the truck’s useful life. In order to minimize end-of-horizon effects, we assume that
the fleet at the end of the planning horizon is kept and operated indefinitely, while re-
placing the trucks at their optimal replacement periods. Finally, all cost components
are designed to reflect the time value of money. In our computational experiments,
one period corresponds to a month, and the interest rate is chosen accordingly.
Customer demand is randomly generated based on given origin/destination proba-
bilities for each terminal. To represent the inherent demand imbalance in transporta-
tion systems, the origin/destination probabilities are set up so that some regions are
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mostly origins of loaded moves (outbound-heavy), some regions are mostly destina-
tions of loaded moves (inbound-heavy), and some regions have a balanced demand
pattern.
The simplest problem instances have truck costs, demand, and AFT targets that
do not change over time. In more complicated cases, we consider problem instances
with increasing targets, changing demand, and changing truck costs. In every prob-
lem instance with constant truck costs, we examine the cases in which AFTs are
cheaper/more expensive than diesel trucks to own and operate, and maintenance
facilities are expensive/cheap to open and operate.
3.3.3.1 Constant Demand, Constant Target
The simplest problem instances are ones with constant truck costs, demand, and AFT
targets. Here, customer demand is the same every period, and there is a constant
target proportion for AFT loaded truck-miles, which is imposed at the beginning of
the planning horizon and remains in effect until the end. Additionally, truck costs do
not change over time, i.e., the costs associated with purchasing and operating an AFT
(or a DT) is independent from the purchase (or operating) period. In these problem
instances, one truck type always has a lower total lifetime cost than the other, so
the model always favors one truck type. With truck preference being clear, the only
drivers of fleet replacement decisions are maintenance facility costs and AFT targets.
When truck costs, demand, and AFT targets are constant over time, the integrated
fleet management problem resembles a single period model, where the objective is to
decide on the optimal fleet mix. If there was no initial fleet, the optimal solution of
P′ would be to open necessary maintenance facilities and purchase as many trucks of
each type as required by the single period problem at the beginning of the planning
horizon, and keep replacing the trucks as they reach their optimal replacement age.
When there is an initial fleet of DTs, the main question becomes when and with which
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Table 3.1: Constant demand, constant target
(a) Expensive AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 80.84 62.52 130.00 0.00 228.84 62.52
5 64.00 0.00 64.00 0.00 228.84 62.52
15 84.00 0.00 84.00 0.00 228.84 62.52
21 80.84 0.00 80.84 0.00 228.84 62.52
Maintenance facilities: 1 opened at period 1
(b) Expensive AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 84.97 58.40 130.00 0.00 232.97 58.40
5 64.00 0.00 64.00 0.00 232.97 58.40
15 84.00 0.00 84.00 0.00 232.97 58.40
21 84.97 0.00 84.97 0.00 232.97 58.40
(c) Cheap AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 0.00 143.37 130.00 0.00 148.00 143.37
5 44.03 19.97 64.00 0.00 128.03 163.33
15 84.00 0.00 84.00 0.00 128.03 163.33
Maintenance facilities: 1 opened at period 1
(d) Cheap AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 0.00 143.37 130.00 0.00 148.00 143.37
5 0.00 64.00 64.00 0.00 84.00 207.37
15 0.00 84.00 84.00 0.00 0.00 291.37
truck type to replace the initial fleet. Depending on cost savings, both replacing the
entire initial fleet immediately or waiting until the optimal replacement periods of
the trucks can be optimal. In the examples presented in Table 3.1, the latter option
is optimal, so the trucks of the initial fleet are replaced at their optimal replacement
periods. The initial fleet consists of (i) 130 trucks, which are already past their
optimal replacement age, (ii) 64 trucks of age 15, whose optimal replacement period
is period 5, and (iii) 84 trucks of age 5, whose optimal replacement period is period
15. Furthermore, the optimal replacement age of DTs and AFTs are 20 and 27,
respectively.
It is also important to note that even when there is no initial fleet (and the problem
can be reduced to a single period model), routing consideration in the integrated
model provides information that the model does not have otherwise. For example,
the locations of the maintenance facilities to be opened depend on characteristics
of the routes passing through each terminal. Furthermore, the number of trucks of
each type to be purchased/retired depend on the truck routes, because truck routes
determine (i) the number of trucks that can be served by the opened maintenance
facilities, and (ii) the number of trucks that would suffice to satisfy AFT targets.
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In addition to the impact of including routing decisions in the integrated model,
that of including maintenance facility opening decisions can also be observed in Table
3.1. The benefits of having zero maintenance facility costs is very clear when AFTs
are cheaper than DTs to own an operate, since the model opens maintenance facilities
at every terminal and purchases as many AFTs as possible at optimal replacement
periods. Even in the cases where AFTs are more expensive than DTs, opening many
maintenance facilities (as opposed to only one) allows using AFTs on the most efficient
routes in terms of target satisfaction. This way, the AFT target can be satisfied with
fewer AFTs, which provides cost savings in terms of truck owning and operating costs.
3.3.3.2 Constant Demand, Increasing Target
When truck costs and demand does not change over time, the main reasons to replace
existing trucks or purchase new ones become aging of the trucks and AFT targets.
In this class of problem instances, we consider AFT targets enforcing an AFT loaded
truck-mile proportion of 0.3 at the beginning of the planning horizon, which increases
every 3 periods to reach 0.8 at the end.
Table 3.2: Constant demand, increasing target
(a) Expensive AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 0.00 143.37 130.00 0.00 148.00 143.37
5 61.42 2.58 64.00 0.00 145.42 145.94
15 4.64 79.36 84.00 0.00 66.06 225.31
Maintenance facilities: 1 opened at period 1, 4 opened at 13
(b) Expensive AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 0.00 143.37 130.00 0.00 148.00 143.37
5 64.00 0.00 64.00 0.00 148.00 143.37
15 13.86 70.14 84.00 0.00 77.86 213.51
(c) Cheap AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 6.05 137.32 130.00 0.00 154.05 137.32
5 37.98 26.02 64.00 0.00 128.03 163.33
15 0.00 84.00 84.00 0.00 44.03 247.33
21 0.00 6.05 6.05 0.00 37.98 253.38
Maintenance facilities: 1 opened at period 1, 4 opened at 13
(d) Cheap AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 0.00 143.37 130.00 0.00 148.00 143.37
5 0.00 64.00 64.00 0.00 84.00 207.37
15 0.00 84.00 84.00 0.00 0.00 291.37
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With increasing targets, the optimal solution can require immediately purchas-
ing/replacing as many trucks as necessary to satisfy the final target, purchasing/replacing
as it becomes necessary by the targets, or replacing at optimal replacement periods
with enough AFTs to satisfy the targets until the next replacement period, depending
on the cost savings associated with each option. The best strategy among these three,
along with the number of trucks of each type to be purchased/replaced is not obvious
without solving the integrated fleet management problem, since these decisions are
impacted by the available truck routes.
Table 3.2 presents optimal solutions to the problem instance as in Section 3.3.3.1,
with increasing targets and under various truck and maintenance facility cost assump-
tions. It can be observed that when AFTs are more expensive, the need to purchase
AFTs originates from the targets, so the optimal fleet management strategy requires
replacing at optimal replacement periods (replacing the 130 trucks beyond their op-
timal replacement periods immediately, the 64 trucks of age 15 at period 5, and the
84 trucks of age 5 at period 15) and purchasing as many AFTs as necessary to satisfy
the targets until the next replacement period. When AFTs are cheaper and mainte-
nance facilities are cheap, replacing the entire initial fleet with AFTs at the optimal
replacement periods is optimal. When AFTs are cheaper and maintenance facilities
expensive, the optimal solution is to open one maintenance facility at the beginning,
then another one when it is necessary for target satisfaction (at period 13); and pur-
chase as many AFTs as allowed by the limited number of maintenance facilities at
optimal replacement periods. In this particular cost setting, it is interesting to note
that the second maintenance facility is opened at period 13, but no AFT purchases
are made. Opening a maintenance facility allows using existing AFTs on routes that
were previously unavailable due to the lack of maintenance facilities. This way, more
demand-intensive routes can be used, and the proportion of loaded AFT-miles can
increase without adding new AFTs to the fleet.
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3.3.3.3 Constant Target, Changing Demand
When the AFT target is set at the beginning of the planning horizon and does not
increase, and there is no anticipated change in truck costs, the main motivations for
truck replacements are cost savings by switching truck types and changing customer
demand. In this class of problem instances, we consider customer demand patterns
where (i) origin/destination heavy regions change in time, and (ii) total demand is
volatile (increasing/decreasing/increasing).
The problem instances in this computational study have non-uniform demand
throughout the geography: some regions have more outbound demand while others
have more inbound or balanced demand. The first problem instance considered in this
class represents the case when inbound-heavy, outbound-heavy, and balanced regions
are periodically swapped. While the total demand does not change significantly
during these swaps, the localization of major origins and destinations change. This
demand pattern poses a challenge particularly for locating the maintenance facilities
to be opened. Since the demand intensity of routes changes with changing demand,
the most advantageous terminals for opening maintenance facilities are not obvious.
Due to the demand region swaps, a central terminal may be selected for opening
a maintenance facility, even if it is not the most preferable terminal for any of the
regions at any point in time. It may even be necessary (or profitable) to open more
maintenance facilities than would have been necessary if the regions remained the
same throughout the planning horizon.
Table 3.3 presents optimal fleet management strategies for various truck and main-
tenance facility cost scenarios when demand regions change every 8 periods (“region
swap”). When AFTs are more expensive than DTs, the optimal truck replacement
plans are the same regardless of the maintenance facility cost: purchasing just enough
AFTs to satisfy targets at period 1, then replacing the rest of the initial fleet at op-
timal replacement periods, and purchasing or retiring as necessary if total demand
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Table 3.3: Constant target, region swapping demand
(a) Expensive AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 58.60 62.00 130.00 0.00 206.63 62.03
5 63.70 0.00 63.70 0.00 206.63 62.03
9 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 206.36 62.03
15 84.00 0.00 84.00 0.00 206.36 62.03
17 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 207.90 62.03
21 58.60 0.00 58.60 0.00 207.90 62.03
Maintenance facilities: 4 opened at period 1
(b) Expensive AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 58.60 62.00 130.00 0.00 206.63 62.03
5 63.70 0.00 63.70 0.00 206.63 62.03
9 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 206.36 62.03
15 84.00 0.00 84.00 0.00 206.36 62.03
17 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 207.90 62.03
21 58.60 0.00 58.60 0.00 207.90 62.03
(c) Cheap AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 57.00 63.60 130.00 0.00 205.04 63.62
5 21.50 42.30 63.70 0.00 162.78 105.88
9 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 162.51 105.88
15 84.00 0.00 84.00 0.00 162.51 105.88
17 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 162.51 107.43
21 0.00 57.00 57.00 0.00 105.47 164.46
24 0.00 7.20 7.20 0.00 98.28 171.65
Maintenance facilities: 6 opened at period 1
(d) Cheap AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 0.00 120.70 130.00 0.00 148.00 120.66
5 0.00 63.70 63.70 0.00 84.27 184.39
9 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.00 84.00 184.39
15 0.00 84.00 84.00 0.00 0.00 268.39
17 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 269.93
increases or decreases at region swap periods. It is possible for the optimal solution
to require some trucks to be kept beyond their optimal ages if they will have to be
retired a few periods later due to a decrease in total demand. The retirement of DTs
(of age 24) at period 9, even though the optimal replacement age of DTs is 20, is an
example of this phenomenon.
When demand regions get swapped, the number of trucks operating on the routes
passing through the maintenance facilities change, so a maintenance facility cannot
serve the same number of AFTs throughout the entire planning horizon. So, even
though AFTs are cheaper, purchasing as many AFTs as the maintenance facilities can
possibly serve could create infeasibility or inefficiency. As it can be observed in Table
3.3, when AFTs are cheaper and maintenance facilities are costly, the optimal plan
requires opening a maintenance facility at terminal 6. The fleet mix with maximum
number of AFTs that can be served by this maintenance facility is reached at the
last period. In order to reach that fleet mix at the end, the model delays some AFT
purchases until later periods. This way, replacing some of the DTs purchased earlier
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in the planning horizon with AFTs later in the horizon can provide cost savings.
To take advantage of these cost savings, the optimal solution dictates purchasing
just enough AFTs to satisfy the AFT target in the beginning, and replace the DTs
purchased early in the planning horizon with AFTs whenever possible (as many as
can be served by the opened maintenance facilities).
Table 3.4: Constant target, volatile demand
(a) Expensive AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 134.11 107.87 130.00 0.00 282.11 107.87
5 87.07 10.25 0.00 0.00 369.18 118.12
9 0.00 0.00 194.98 0.00 174.20 118.12
13 0.00 0.00 87.12 10.34 87.07 107.78
17 195.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 282.20 107.78
21 86.98 10.34 0.00 0.00 369.18 118.12
Maintenance facilities: 6 opened at period 1
(b) Expensive AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 144.44 97.54 130.00 0.00 292.44 97.54
5 79.38 17.94 0.00 0.00 371.82 115.48
9 0.00 0.00 194.98 0.00 176.84 115.48
13 0.00 0.00 97.46 0.00 79.38 115.48
17 195.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 274.50 115.48
21 97.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 371.82 115.48
(c) Cheap AFT, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 128.99 112.99 130.00 0.00 276.99 112.99
5 80.67 16.65 0.00 0.00 357.66 129.64
9 0.00 0.00 194.98 0.00 162.68 129.64
13 0.00 0.00 82.01 15.45 80.67 114.19
17 80.77 114.35 0.00 0.00 161.44 228.54
21 40.29 57.03 0.00 0.00 201.72 285.58
Maintenance facilities: 4 opened at period 1
(d) Cheap AFT, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 144.44 97.54 130.00 0.00 292.44 97.54
5 0.00 97.32 0.00 0.00 292.44 194.86
9 0.00 0.00 194.98 0.00 97.46 194.86
13 0.00 0.00 97.46 0.00 0.00 194.86
17 0.00 195.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 389.98
21 0.00 97.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 487.30
The problem instances with volatile demand are generated so that there will be
overall increases/ decreases in the demand every 4 periods. (Periods 5, 17, and 21
are demand increase periods, while periods 9 and 13 are demand decrease periods.)
When total demand is volatile, purchasing as many AFTs in the beginning as will be
necessary (or profitable) throughout the entire horizon, as well as purchasing/retiring
trucks as they become necessary or profitable can be optimal. Depending on the
purchase costs and salvage values of the two truck types, the steepness of the in-
crease in operating costs due to aging of trucks, and the timing of demand changes,
either option can contribute in the feasibility or optimality of the fleet management
plan. Table 3.4 provides an example problem instance with volatile demand, where
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total demand changes every 4 periods and it follows an increasing, decreasing, and
increasing pattern. In this example, it is not optimal to purchase more trucks than
necessary and keeping them for future use. Rather, following the demand trend and
purchasing when there is a demand increase, and retiring when there is a demand
decrease is optimal. It is notable that in the case when AFTs are cheaper than DTs
and maintenance facilities are expensive, some AFTs (purchased at period 1) are
retired at period 13 due to a demand decrease, even though AFTs are cheaper and
retiring them is not desirable. This is due to the fact that one maintenance facility
would not be enough to serve all of the AFTs after the demand decrease. So, rather
than opening another maintenance facility, which is costly, it is cheaper to retire some
AFTs when demand falls, and purchasing AFTs again when demand increases.
3.3.3.4 Changing Truck Costs
All of the previous problem instances presented in this section were generated under
the assumption that truck purchase and operating costs do not change over time.
Here, we experiment with a class of problem instances where the operating cost of
AFTs decreases over time, while that of DTs increases. These instances represent
scenarios where the operating cost mostly consists of fuel cost, and unit diesel cost
increases while unit natural gas cost decreases. As Figure 3.3 shows, AFTs get cheaper
to own and operate after period 7, even though they were more expensive than DTs
at the beginning of the planning horizon. Table 3.5 presents optimal solutions of
problem instances with (i) constant demand, constant target (same as in Section
3.3.3.1), and (ii) constant demand, increasing target (same as in Section 3.3.3.2),
when the truck costs change in the described manner. In all problem instances, the
model favors DTs until period 7, and starts favoring AFT purchases after that.
In the instances with constant demand and target, the most important driver
of truck replacements is changing truck costs and maintenance facility costs (when
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Replacing DT purchased in period 1 with DT
Replacing DT purchased in period 1 with AFT
Replacing AFT purchased in period 1 with DT
Replacing AFT purchased in period 1 with AFT
(This plot shows total cost of purchasing a truck of specified type at period 1, and replacing it
with the specified truck type at the specified replacement period, and then using that truck
indefinitely while replacing optimally with the same truck type.)
Figure 3.3: Truck replacement costs when the truck costs change over time
they are nonzero). When the maintenance facility cost is zero, the optimal plan
suggests replacing the trucks at their optimal replacement periods with just enough
AFTs to satisfy the targets if the replacement period is before period 7, and with as
many AFTs as possible if the replacement period is at or after period 7. The only
exception is the DT replacements in period 4 with new DTs. The optimal solution
replaces in period 4, even though the optimal replacement period is 5, since it is
desirable to replace these DTs with AFTs before the planning horizon ends (at period
24) and the optimal replacement age for DTs is 20 periods. In this instance class,
when maintenance facilities are costly, the optimal solution opens one maintenance
facility in the beginning, and replaces the trucks at their optimal replacement periods
throughout the planning horizon. In early periods, it purchases just enough AFTs to
satisfy targets, and after period 7, it purchases the maximum number of AFTs that
can be served with the opened maintenance facility.
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Table 3.5: Changing truck costs, constant demand
(a) Constant target, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 80.84 62.52 130.00 0.00 228.84 62.52
5 64.00 0.00 64.00 0.00 228.84 62.52
15 0.00 84.00 84.00 0.00 144.84 146.52
21 64.03 16.81 80.84 0.00 128.03 163.33
Maintenance facilities: 1 opened at period 1
(b) Constant target, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 84.97 58.40 130.00 0.00 232.97 58.40
4 64.00 0.00 64.00 0.00 232.97 58.40
15 0.00 84.00 84.00 0.00 148.97 142.40
21 0.00 84.97 84.97 0.00 64.00 227.37
24 0.00 64.00 64.00 0.00 0.00 291.37
(c) Increasing target, expensive maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 80.84 62.52 130.00 0.00 228.84 62.52
4 0.00 27.81 27.81 0.00 201.04 90.33
7 0.00 36.19 36.19 0.00 164.84 126.52
10 0.00 19.42 19.42 0.00 145.42 145.94
15 0.00 64.58 64.58 0.00 80.84 210.52
21 37.98 42.86 80.84 0.00 37.98 253.38
Maintenance facilities: 1 opened at period 1, 4 opened at 13
(d) Increasing target, cheap maint. fac.
Purchases Retirements Fleet (# Trucks)
Period Diesel AFT Diesel AFT Diesel AFT
0 - - - - 278.00 0.00
1 84.97 58.40 130.00 0.00 232.97 58.40
4 20.12 13.90 34.02 0.00 219.07 72.30
7 0.00 29.98 29.98 0.00 189.09 102.28
13 0.00 27.81 27.81 0.00 161.28 130.09
15 0.00 56.19 56.19 0.00 105.09 186.28
21 0.00 84.97 84.97 0.00 20.12 271.25
24 0.00 20.12 20.12 0.00 0.00 291.37
When demand is constant and the targets increase in time, it could be optimal
to purchase enough AFTs in early periods to satisfy future targets. But it could
also be optimal to purchase just enough AFTs to satisfy the current target, and keep
replacing DTs with just enough AFTs to satisfy targets when the target increases. As
can be seen in Table 3.5, the latter is optimal in these particular problem instances,
even though the former policy was optimal when the trucks costs were constant in
instances with the same demand and target pattern (see Table 3.2). Since targets
increase every 3 periods, periods 4, 7, and 10 are target increase periods. Both
when maintenance facilities are expensive and cheap, the optimal solution requires
purchasing just enough AFTs to satisfy targets at periods 4 and 7. The instance
with zero maintenance facility costs does not require any replacements in period 10,
because even though the fleet mix contains less AFTs then the instance with high
maintenance facilities, it is able to satisfy the targets without any AFT purchases due
to the numerous maintenance facilities and the availability of many demand-intensive
routes. In the case of expensive maintenance facilities, the optimal solution keeps
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increasing the number of AFTs at optimal replacement periods or target increase
periods until it reaches the maximum number of AFTs that can be served with the
opened maintenance facilities at the end of the planning horizon.
3.4 Solution Approaches
3.4.1 Benders’ Decomposition
The integrated fleet management problem with loaded truck-mile targets (P′) is de-
composed into Benders’ master and subproblems based on the levels of considered
decisions. The higher level (maintenance facility opening) decisions are considered
in the master problem and the lower level (fleet purchase/retirement and fleet as-
signment) decisions are considered in the subproblem. With this decomposition, the
master problem and the subproblem become a pure binary programming problem
and a linear programming problem, respectively.
The master problem (MP) is presented below. It has a very simple structure,
since it is only responsible for the maintenance facility decisions. In the formulation,
θ represents the lower bound for the subproblem objective.There are no constraints
other than Benders’ cuts in MP. Optimality cuts (3.17) are generated by the extreme
points of the dual sub problem (DSP), P , and feasibility cuts are generated by the
extreme rays of DSP, Q.






































yjt ∈ {0, 1} j ∈ N , t = 1, . . . , T (3.20)
To make the master problem formulation stronger, the following four cuts are










yjt ≤ Nmin (3.22)
yjt = 0 ∀j ∈M, ∀t = 1, . . . , T (3.23)
yjt = 0 ∀j ∈ N , ∀t /∈ {1} ∪ T (3.24)
1. Constraint (3.21) ensures that there will be at least one maintenance facility by
the earliest target requirement.
2. Constraint (3.22) ensures that there will be at most Nmin maintenance facilities,
where Nmin denotes the minimum number of maintenance facilities required to
serve all routes in the network. The value of Nmin can be computed by solving
a simple set covering problem.
3. Constraints (3.23) provide that there will never be maintenance facilities at
dominated terminals. (A “dominated terminal” is defined as a terminal, routes
passing through which are a subset of the routes passing through another ter-
minal. The set of dominated terminals is defined as M = {j ∈ N : ∃j′ ∈
N \ {j} such that R(j′) ⊇ R(j)}.)
4. Constraints (3.24) are valid only when the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold.
They ensure that maintenance facilities can be opened only at period 1 or “criti-
cal periods”, T (periods that have an increase in the AFT target requirements).
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The subproblem, SP is modeled as shown below, given the solution to the master
problem, ỹ. It has the same structure as P′, the only difference being the fixed






















ỹjs i ∈ R, t = 1, . . . , T, τ ≤ t (3.26)




























at ≤ cDτt i ∈ R, t = 1, . . . , T, τ ≤ t
(3.29)∑
s≥t
−αkts ≤ P kt k ∈ {A, D}, t = 1, . . . , T
(3.30)∑
s≥t
αkτs ≤ −Rkτt k ∈ {A, D}, t = 1, . . . , T, τ ≤ t
(3.31)
− βAat + πat + (1− bt)τaνt ≤ 0 a ∈ A, t = 1, . . . T (3.32)




τt free t = 1, . . . , T, τ ≤ t (3.34)
βAat, β
D
at ≥ 0 a ∈ A, t = 1, . . . , T (3.35)
γiτt ≥ 0 i ∈ R, t = 1, . . . , T, τ ≤ t
(3.36)
νs ≥ 0 s ∈ T (3.37)
πat free a ∈ A, t = 1, . . . , T (3.38)
The reader should note that an infeasibility in SP(ỹ) can only stem from not
having enough AFT maintenance facilities when necessary. With this observation in
mind, a constraint enforcing at least one maintenance facility to be opened earlier
than the master solution ỹ suggests, as shown in Equation (3.39), is added to the
master problem whenever a Benders’ feasibility cut is being added. (In Equation
(3.39), t̃j denotes the opening time of a maintenance facility in terminal j suggested
by master solution ỹ. It is T +1 if ỹ does not open a maintenance facility in terminal





yjt ≥ 1 (3.39)
MP(P ,Q) and DSP(ỹ) formulations are used in a Benders’ decomposition frame-
work as shown in Algorithm 3.1. First, the master problem MP is generated using
sets P and Q for optimality and feasibility cuts, respectively. Using the solution of
the master problem, ỹ, the dual subproblem DSP is generated. If it can be solved
optimally, the optimal solution is added to set P , and the upper bound is updated
if necessary. If the dual subproblem is unbounded, an unbounded ray is found and
added to set Q. The process continues until the value of θ converges to the upper
bound.
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Algorithm 3.1 Benders’ decomposition for P′
1: P ← ∅, Q ← ∅, UB ←∞, done← False
2: while done = False do
3: Solve MP(P ,Q), obtain ỹ and θ̃
4: if θ̃ = UB then
5: done = True
6: else
7: Solve DSP(ỹ)
8: if Optimal solution (α∗,β∗,γ∗,ν∗,π∗) to DSP(ỹ) exists then
9: if f(ỹ) < UB then [f(ỹ) := Optimal objective of DSP(ỹ)]
10: UB ← f(ỹ)
11: end if
12: P ← P ∪ (α∗,β∗,γ∗,ν∗,π∗)
13: else if DSP(ỹ) unbounded then
14: Find unbounded ray (α,β,γ,ν,π)










To accelerate the basic Benders’ decomposition approach described in the previous
section, we enhance the optimality cuts using the notion of Pareto-optimal cuts,
introduced by [87]. A Pareto-optimal cut is defined as a cut that is not dominated
by any other cut in terms of strength. Let ỹ be a solution to the master problem
MP, and f(ỹ) be the subproblem objective value associated with ỹ. Furthermore,
let y0 be a point in the relative interior of the convex hull (a “core point”) of the
feasible region associated with y variables. (Note that in MP, the feasible region of y
variables is {0, 1}|N |×T .) Then, a Pareto-optimal cut for the Benders’ master problem
can be found by first solving DSP(ỹ) to obtain the objective value f(ỹ), and then
solving the PODSP(ỹ,y0) for finding a Pareto-optimal cut.
Let the solution found by DSP(ỹ) be (α∗,β∗,γ∗,ν∗,π∗), with the subproblem
objective value f(ỹ). PODSP(ỹ,y0) finds a dual solution (α0,β0,γ0,ν0,π0) that
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would result in the same subproblem objective value, while establishing a cut that is
at least as strong as (α∗,β∗,γ∗,ν∗,π∗). The new solution having the same objective

































(3.28), (3.29), (3.30), (3.31), (3.32), (3.33)
(3.34), (3.35), (3.36), (3.37), (3.38)
When implementing Benders’ decomposition with Pareto-optimal cuts to solve P′,
we consider different core points to investigate the effect of core point selection. The
following core points are considered in our computational experiments:
1. A core point where all yjt values are
1
2
y01 = {y ∈ R|N |×T : yjt =
1
2
∀j ∈ N , t = 1, . . . T}
2. A core point where all yjt values are 0.01, except for the variable associated
with opening a maintenance facility at the most demand intensive terminal, j∗,
at period 1
y02 = {y ∈ R|N |×T :yj∗1 = 0.99, yj∗t = 0.01 ∀t = 2, . . . T,
yjt = 0.01 ∀j ∈ N \ {j∗}, t = 1, . . . T}
3. A core point where all yjt values are 0.01, except for the two variables associated
with opening a maintenance facility at the most and the second most demand
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intensive terminals, j∗ and j∗∗, at period 1
y03 = {y ∈ R|N |×T :yj∗1 = 0.99, yj∗∗1 = 0.99, yjt = 0.01 j ∈ {j∗, j∗∗} ∀t = 2, . . . T,
yjt = 0.01 ∀j ∈ N \ {j∗, j∗∗}, t = 1, . . . T}
4. A core point y0,k4 that starts as y
0
2 and is updated at every iteration k using the
current solution to the master problem, ỹk with the following update mechanism








3.4.2 Variable Neighborhood Search
A variable neighborhood search (VNS) heuristic is proposed for finding good solu-
tions to the integrated fleet management model (P′) quickly. For any given solution,
neighborhoods are determined based on the maintenance facilities that are opened.
Let M denote the set of (terminal, time period) pairs at which maintenance facilities
are opened. For example, M = {(j1, t1), (j2, t2), . . .} specifies the case where mainte-
nance facilities are opened at terminal j1 at the beginning of period t1, at terminal
j2 at the beginning of t2, etc. The neighborhood of a given M is generated with the
following five operations:
1. Add(j): M = M ∪ {(j, 1)}
2. Remove(S): M = M \ S
3. Swap(S): M = M \ S ∪ S ′, where S ′ = {(f(j), t) : (j, t) ∈ S} and f(j) denotes
the terminal with the largest number of routes in common with j that is not in
M
4. Delay((j, t), τ): M = M \ {(j, t)} ∪ {(j, t+ τ)}
5. Advance((j, t), τ): M = M \ {(j, t)} ∪ {(j, t− τ)}
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Let k denote the maximum number of elements in M that can be changed when
generating a neighborhood. A complete k-neighborhood of a solution with a main-
tenance facility set M , denoted as N (M,k), consists of the following maintenance
facility sets:
1. Add(j) for the k most demand intensive terminals, j
2. Remove(S) for every S ⊆M with |S| = k
3. Swap(S) for every S ⊆M with |S| = k
4. Delay((j, t), τ) for every (j, t) ∈M and 1 ≤ τ ≤ k
5. Advance((j, t), τ) for every (j, t) ∈M and 1 ≤ τ ≤ k
VNS uses an adaptive k, which is progressively increased when the algorithm
cannot find an improving solution in the k-neighborhood, N (M,k). Algorithm 3.2
summarizes VNS for the integrated fleet management model, P′. Here, z(M) rep-
resents the optimal objective value when the maintenance facility set is M . It can
be found by solving the model P′ with the maintenance facility variables (yjt) fixed
according to M , denoted as P′(M).
3.5 Computational Experiments
In this section, we present a computational study for demonstrating the performance
of the Benders’ decomposition and the variable neighborhood search (VNS) frame-
works presented in Section 3.4. Numerous problem instances with varying character-
istics are generated and the solution approaches are examined in terms of solution
time and quality in comparison with a direct solution approach using a commercial
solver.
Computational experiments are run on a heterogeneous cluster of machines with
Xeon E5520, Xeon E5-2670, E5-2603, E5-2650v3 and Xeon E5430 processors using
Gurobi 5.6.3 Python interface (with Python 2.7).
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Algorithm 3.2 Variable neighborhood search for P′
1: M ← ∅
2: while P′(M) not feasible do [Initial Solution]
3: M ←M ∪ {(j∗, 1)}, where j∗ is the most demand-intensive terminal that has
not yet been included in M
4: end while
5: while k ≤ kmax do
6: Randomly choose M s from the kth neighborhood of M , M s ∈ N (M,k) [Shak-
ing]
7: N ′ ← N (M s, k)
8: while N ′ 6= ∅ do [Local Search]
9: Pick M ′ ∈ N ′
10: if z(M ′) < z(M) then
11: M ←M ′
12: end if
13: N ′ ← N ′ \ {M ′}
14: end while
15: k ← k + 1
16: end while
Problem instances are generated in a similar manner to those described in Section
3.3.3. Instances with 10 terminals and 24 periods are solved to optimality and used
for demonstrating aspects of the solution methods that require optimal solutions;
and instances with 30 terminals and 24 periods are solved by enforcing time limits, as
solving those to optimality in reasonable time is not always possible by either direct
solution or Benders’ decomposition.
A wide range of cost, demand, and target patterns are considered in our compu-
tational experiments. The cases of (i) constant and increasing targets; (ii) constant,
region swapping, increasing, and volatile demand; (iii) constant (both when DTs are
cheaper and AFTs are cheaper) and changing truck costs; and (iv) high and low
maintenance facility costs are represented in the computational experiments. Table
B.1 shows all of the instance classes used in the experiments, which are generated
based on these changing parameters.
Each problem is directly solved with Gurobi, Benders’ decomposition with and




In investigating the solution performance of the Benders’ decomposition framework
described in Section 3.4.1, Benders’ decomposition algorithm with (i) no Pareto-
optimal cuts, and Pareto-optimal cuts with (ii) a core point y01, (iii) a core point
y02, (iv) a core point y
0
3, and (v) a core point updated at every iteration, y
0,k
4 , are
run on all problem instances. The solution times are then compared to the time it
takes to directly solve the problems. Additionally, the Benders’ variants are studied
comparatively in order to draw conclusions about the performance of Pareto-optimal
cuts.


















(Test instance: 10 terminals, cheap maintenance facilities, cheap AFTs, constant targets, nonzero
initial fleet, increasing demand)
Figure 3.4: Progression of Benders’ iterations in BEN-0, BEN-3, and BEN-6
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Small problem instances with 10 terminals and 24 periods are solved to optimality
using both a direct solution approach and Benders’ decomposition. The results of this
computational experiment can be observed in Table B.2, where the solution times (in
seconds) of each problem instance is presented, along with the average solution time
for every solution method. In these instances, Benders’ decomposition does not, on
average, perform better than the direct solution approach in terms of solution time.
However, it should be noted that in more than half of the instances, there is at least
one Benders’ decomposition variant that solves the problem in a shorter time than the
direct solution approach. Basic Benders’ decomposition with no Pareto-optimal cuts
seem to perform the best in terms of solution time, as the other variants (with Pareto-
optimal cuts) tend to spend a significant amount of time for finding Pareto-optimal
cuts. Even though Pareto-optimal cuts do not improve solution time in the majority
of our problem instances, it is noteworthy that they significantly reduce the number
of Benders’ iterations. It can be observed in Table B.3 that on average, Benders’
variants with Pareto-optimal cuts terminate in fewer iterations than basic Benders’
decomposition. To demonstrate how Pareto-optimal cuts lead to fewer iterations by
closing the optimality gap quicker, Figure 3.4 illustrates the progression of the upper
and lower bounds in a single problem instance with (i) basic Benders’ decomposition,
(ii) Benders’ decomposition with core point y03, and (iii) Benders’ decomposition with
continuously updated core points, y0,k4 .
As it was not practical to try to solve the larger problem instances with 30 termi-
nals and 24 periods to optimality with reasonable computing power, all of the solution
methods were run up to a certain time limit in these larger instances. A 1-hour time
limit is enforced in this set of computational experiments, and the same time limit
is enforced on both Benders’ decomposition and direct solution using Gurobi. Table
B.4 presents optimality gaps associated with each solution method after one hour of
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solution time. With the exception of three instances, both direct solution and Ben-
ders’ decomposition were able to find a feasible solution. Despite the fact that one
approach does not uniformly perform better than the other in terms of solution qual-
ity after an hour, the majority of instances have at least one Benders’ decomposition
variant, which finds a solution that is at least as good as that found by Gurobi. Ad-
ditionally, on average, about three of the five Benders’ decomposition variants finds
solutions with smaller optimality gaps than those of Gurobi after one hour of solution
time. Even though the computational experiments on the small instances revealed
that Benders’ variants with Pareto-optimal cuts take a longer time, on average, to find
the optimal solution than basic Benders’ decomposition; the time spent on finding
Pareto-optimal cuts, especially in the early iterations, pays off in terms of improved
early optimality gaps.
Finally, the effects of critical period cuts, (3.24), on the convergence behavior
of Benders’ decomposition are investigated. When solving problem instances with
constant demand, targets, and truck / maintenance facility costs, critical period cuts,
(3.24), can be added to the master problem at the beginning of the solution procedure,
thanks to Theorem 3.2. These cuts aim at reducing the number of Benders’ iterations
and the total solution time. Table 3.6 presents solution time and number of iterations
with and without critical period cuts on problem instances where the assumptions
of Theorem 3.2 hold. Clearly, introducing these cuts improves the convergence of
Benders’ decomposition for the integrated fleet management model in practice.
3.5.2 Variable Neighborhood Search
The variable neighborhood search (VNS) algorithm described in Section 3.4.2 is im-
plemented to solve the 10-terminal and 30-terminal problem instances used in Section
3.5.1. A kmax value of 3 is used in all experiments. The resulting optimality gaps and
solution times are presented in Tables B.5 and B.6 for 10-terminal and 30-terminal
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Table 3.6: The effect of critical period cuts on Benders’ convergence














Critical period cuts 102.41 135.02 155.09 197.47 920.26 9581.16
No critical period cuts 108.19 157.97 382.36 750.55 2331.80 14217.80
Number of iterations
Critical period cuts 14.10 13.10 21.40 20.40 84.20 231.78
No critical period cuts 14.90 15.80 55.80 83.00 221.50 474.29
Note: The figures in this table are averages of 10 problem instances with 10 terminals, constant
AFT targets, and given cost characteristics.
instances, respectively. The optimality gaps presented for 10-terminal instances are
the true optimality gaps, since we were able to solve these instances to optimality
and get the optimal objective values. However, since we were not able to obtain the
optimal objective values for the 30-terminal instances, the optimality gaps presented
in Table B.6 are calculated based on the best lower bound found either by Gurobi or
Benders’ decomposition variants.
As Table B.5 illustrates, VNS finds solutions that are optimal or very close to
optimal in reasonable solution times in 10-terminal instances. Despite the small
size of these instances and therefore the fact that optimal solutions can be found
relatively quickly, VNS is able to save about 18% solution time on average while
being about 0.2% away from the optimal solution. Similarly in 30-terminal instances,
VNS finds solutions with about 0.3% optimality gap, on average, in about 30 minutes,
on average. Furthermore, when the optimality gaps of VNS and Gurobi after an hour
are compared, as presented in Table B.6, it can be observed that VNS finds better
solutions in more than half of the instances considered in this experimental setting.
3.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel modeling approach for introducing AFTs into an existing
diesel fleet is introduced. Two variants of the proposed integrated fleet management
model, which differ in how they enforce AFT targets, are presented. It is observed
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that the model with target AFT truck-mile proportions can require purchasing more
AFTs than necessary to satisfy demand and running them empty just to satisfy target
proportions; and some characteristics of the problem instances guaranteeing that this
type of policy will never be optimal are determined. In order to prevent purchasing
extra AFTs and running them empty in the general case, we introduce a model with
target loaded truck-mile proportions for AFTs.
Optimal fleet management strategies found by the integrated model are thoroughly
investigated, and it is demonstrated that integrating maintenance facility opening and
truck deployment decisions into a fleet replacement framework results in nontrivial
solutions that depend on the route configuration of the network, which is an aspect
of the transportation system often overlooked by basic fleet replacement strategies.
In order to efficiently solve the integrated fleet management model, a Benders’
decomposition framework and a VNS algorithm are proposed. These methodologies
are tested against a direct solution approach. While none of the Benders’ variants
perform better than direct solution approach on average in small instances that can
be solved to optimality; there is at least one Benders’ variant that finds the opti-
mal solution quicker than the direct solution approach in majority of the problem
instances. Furthermore, in larger instances, Benders’ variants find better solutions
(with lower optimality gaps) than Gurobi within a 1 hour time limit. Finally, VNS is
tested against the direct solution approach and it is demonstrated to find very good
solutions (0.2 - 0.3 % optimality gap) in a fraction of time required solve the model
to optimality, in addition to quickly achieving smaller optimality gaps than those can
be achieved with Gurobi within a 1 hour time limit in numerous problem instances.
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CHAPTER IV
SCENARIO SET PARTITION DUAL BOUNDS FOR
MULTISTAGE STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
Stochastic programming provides an approach to optimized decision-making that
models uncertain parameters with probability distributions. The values of these pa-
rameters are typically revealed over time, in a multistage setting, and decisions made
at each stage hedge against possible realizations of parameters revealed in future
stages. Such multistage stochastic programming models are of enormous practical
value, and have been studied for many years now, with the literature offering a wealth
of theoretical and algorithmic tools for solving them: see, for example, Birge and Lou-
veaux [20], Powell [98, 99], Ruszczynski and Shapiro [105], Sahinidis [107], Schultz
[111], Sen and Zhou [115], Shapiro [117], Shapiro et al. [118] and the many references
therein.
Many important practical applications are effectively addressed with multistage
stochastic programming models that include integer variables, leading to their formu-
lation as multistage stochastic mixed integer programs (SMIPs). Solving multistage
SMIPs is especially challenging, and decomposition approaches are typically required
as the size of the scenario tree grows. Here we address the case that the number
of scenarios is small enough to enumerate explicitly, while still too large to permit
direct solution of the deterministic equivalent formulation. This case arises often in
applications reported in the literature, and has been the focus of much research effort.
Computing dual bounds for measuring the quality of primal solutions remains a key
challenge in this case.
A recent stream of research work has investigated the computation of dual bounds
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for SMIPs derived from the solution of scenario group subproblems, which each include
variables and constraints for only a subset of scenarios. Sandıkçı et al. [108], in a two-
stage setting, explore dual bounds provided by the expected value over all groups of
a fixed cardinality, q, of the group subproblem (including a reference scenario). For a
fixed q, they name this the EGSO(q) bound. They prove that the EGSO(q) bound
is non-decreasing in q, and give computational results showing that the bound is
strong relative to that given by linear relaxations, even for small group sizes, and
that as q increases, the bound quite rapidly approaches the optimal value. However,
computing the EGSO(q) bound can be challenging, as it requires solution of a SMIP
with q scenarios, for every possible cardinality q subset of the set of all scenarios. This
work has since been extended in several directions. Maggioni et al. [85] generalizes
the EGSO bound idea to multistage stochastic programming while also allowing
multiple reference scenarios. We discuss the extensions described in Maggioni et al.
[86], Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109] and the working paper of Zenarosa et al. [134], which
are closest to our work, in Section 4.1.
In this paper, we consider dual bounds that we refer to as partition bounds. A
single partition bound is obtained by combining the group subproblem values for
each group that is a subset in a single fixed partition of the scenario set. Our first
contribution is to prove that for partitions into subsets of nearly equal size, the
expected value over all such partitions yields a hierarchy of bounds. By “nearly
equal”, we mean that all groups have size either q, or q−1; we call such a partition a q-
partition. We denote the expected value of the partition bound over all q-partitions by
EP (q). Observing that the EGSO bound of [108] readily extends from the two-stage
to the multi-stage setting, we prove that the EP (q) bound is equal to the EGSO(q)
bound in the case that q divides the number of scenarios, L, and interpolates between
the EGSO(q−1) and EGSO(q) values otherwise. We thus obtain the result that the
EP (q) bound increases monotonically in q.
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While this hierarchical property of the expected q-partition bounds is primarily
of theoretical interest, q-partitions can provide bounds in practice. By solving dL/qe
SMIPs, each with q or q − 1 scenarios, a single partition bound results. In empirical
studies, we found that the distribution of such partition bounds for typical benchmark
instances is not very far from symmetric, so the probability that a partition has above-
average value is not small. Similar observations can be made from distributions
provided in Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109]. Thus, calculating a partition bound for only
a few, randomly sampled partitions, and taking the best of these bounds, is highly
likely to result in a dual bound greater than the corresponding EP bound, and hence,
greater than the EGSO bound. We are thus motivated to seek partition bounds by
random sampling of partitions.
Random sampling has been a valuable tool for tackling stochastic programs. In
particular, the Sample Average Approximation (SAA) method (see, for example,
Kleywegt et al. [78], Ruszczynski and Shapiro [105]) has proven of great utility. In
SAA, a set of scenarios is sampled, the sampled problem is solved, and the resulting
solution evaluated using a, usually, larger, sample of the scenarios. This process is
repeated a number of times, allowing statistical bounds, including confidence inter-
vals, to be computed [88, 92]. In SAA, the expected value of the group subproblem is
known to provide a dual bound [78]. Indeed, modulo replacement1, the average SAA
group subproblem value can be interpreted as an estimate of the EGSO bound for
groups of the same size.
Here, we propose to randomly sample partitions of the set of scenarios, with re-
placement, and to compute the best partition bound over the partitions sampled.
The practical value of this idea is illustrated on benchmark instances, showing that
1SAA samples scenarios with replacement, allowing the same scenario to be sampled more than
once, while the EGSO bound assumes that all scenarios in a group are distinct.
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randomly sampled q-partition bounds are better than those determined to be statis-
tically likely using SAA with the same computational effort. The sampling approach
is enhanced by leveraging the scenario tree structure and by constructing optimally
recombined partitions from scenario subsets that are previously used in the algorithm.
Empirical tests show that both these ideas can significantly improve the quality of
the final bound. On benchmark problems, sampling as few as 30 partitions closes
94% of the wait-and-see gap, on average, for moderate group sizes (size 10); which is
79% more than that can be closed with the SAA estimates. By using the observa-
tion that the bound from a given partition can be heuristically estimated part-way
through its computation, we suggest a method to improve the efficiency of the ap-
proach. Strategies that compare the heuristically estimated partition bound with the
best such bound found so far, in order to terminate the partition bound computation
part-way through, are tested empirically. In many cases, such strategies substantially
reduce the computational effort with very little impact on the quality of the final
bound.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.1, we provide
an overview of related literature. In Section 4.2, we introduce our notation, and
review the EGSO bounds and their extension to the multistage case. In Section 4.3,
we introduce the EP bounds, and prove that they yield a hierarchy of bounds. In
Section 4.4, we present the random partition sampling approach, and enhancements
to it. In Section 4.5, we provide the results of computational experiments on two-
and three-stage benchmark problems. We give conclusions and discuss promising
extensions to this work in Section 4.6.
4.1 Literature Review
Challenges in solving multistage stochastic programs with integer variables are well
documented; see, for example, Ahmed [2], Klein Haneveld and van der Vlerk [76],
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Schultz [111], Sen and Zhou [115] (A comprehensive list of relevant scholarly work
published between 1996 and 2007 is provided by van der Vlerk [127].) These challenges
have spurred many recent algorithmic developments, with substantial effort focused
on decomposition approaches.
One line of work employs stage-wise decomposition and convexification of the
value function at each scenario tree node; see, for example, the work of Klein Haneveld
et al. [75], Sen and Higle [113], Sen and Sherali [114], van der Vlerk [128], and for a
computational comparison of some alternative approaches, see Ntaimo and Sen [94].
Another line of research, based on scenario-wise decomposition [26], has been
vigorously pursued in recent years, not least for its strong potential for parallel im-
plementation. For example, Ahmed [1] provides a scenario decomposition approach
for 0-1 two-stage problems. The computational efficacy of a synchronous parallel
implementation of this approach is demonstrated in Ahmed [1], with algorithmic im-
provements, and an asynchronous parallel implementation is provided in Ryan et al.
[106]. For two-stage stochastic mixed integer programming, Kim and Zavala [74] de-
velop software based on parallel implementation of a scenario decomposition method
that uses Lagrangian relaxation to improve the dual bounds. Also solving a (sta-
bilized) Lagrangian dual master problem, but exploiting its special structure to do
so in parallel, is the method of Lubin et al. [84]. A related approach is progres-
sive hedging [104], that has been used as an effective primal heuristic for SMIPs
[28, 33, 82, 129, 131], including parallel implementations. Its connections with dual
decomposition have been exploited recently to derive hybrid approaches [61].
For an interesting study that compares stage-wise and scenario-wise decomposition
for a class of problems with special structure, see Beier et al. [10].
Scenario-wise decomposition can be generalized to decomposition into sets, or
groups, of scenarios, with the subproblem for each group retaining all non-anticipativity
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constraints between scenarios in the set, but the non-anticipativity constraints be-
tween scenarios in different groups relaxed. This idea was exploited by Aldasoro
et al. [5], Escudero et al. [48, 49] in the context of branch-and-fix coordination algo-
rithms, and by Escudero et al. [47, 50] with non-anticipativity constraints between
groups (called “clusters” in this work) relaxed in a Lagrangian fashion. The groups
form a partition of the set of all scenarios, the scenario set, that is induced by the
subtrees corresponding to the nodes in one stage of the scenario tree. A hierarchy
of bounds is observed by Escudero et al. [50]: for any Lagrangian multiplier vector,
(and hence for the Lagrangian dual value), the Lagrangian relaxation dual bound
is non-increasing in the stage of the scenario tree used to induce the partition (the
earlier the stage, the better the bound).
The work of Sandıkçı et al. [108] developing EGSO(q) bounds describes ap-
proaches for computing dual bounds for two-stage SMIPs via the solution of many
scenario group subproblems. Papers of Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109] and Maggioni
et al. [86], and the working paper of Zenarosa et al. [134] describe extensions of these
ideas. Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109] study bounds from collections of group subproblems
(without reference scenario) for groups that cover the scenario set. Such a collection
is called a “blockset”. They prove that an appropriately weighted sum of the group
subproblem values over all groups in a blockset gives a lower bound. They also show
that if all groups in a blockset contain no more than b scenarios, each scenario appears
in exactly m groups, and the blockset that gives the best possible lower bound with
these requirements is used, then the bound from the m = 1 case is better than the
others. This suggests that restricting attention to blocksets that form a partition of
the set of all scenarios, rather than a cover, is beneficial. When the set of all sce-
narios is of size L, Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109] consider partitions in which all groups
have cardinality q, in the case that q divides L, and in which all groups but one
have cardinality q, and one group has cardinality L mod q, otherwise. They provide
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computational results showing the distribution of the resulting dual bound over all
partitions of a set of 16 scenarios, for each of q = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16, showing how
the dual bound improves with group problem size and computation time increases.
The distribution of primal bounds, derived from solutions to the group subproblems,
is also given. The suggestion to stop MIP solution of each group subproblem prior
to proven optimality is explored, and shown to have the potential to greatly decrease
run times with relatively less impact on the quality of the bounds. Finally, a parallel
implementation for a given partition is shown to be able to compute primal solutions
and gaps for instances with an enormous number of scenarios in reasonable wall clock
time.
Zenarosa et al. [134] generalize the Sandıkçı et al. [108] EGSO bound to include
multiple reference scenarios in each group subproblem, and the resulting dual bound
is shown to be monotonically increasing in the subset size. Like Sandıkçı and Özaltin
[109], Zenarosa et al. [134] consider collections of group subproblems, however their
collections are constructed from scenario-node cuts in the scenario tree. A given
scenario-node cut in the scenario tree consists of a set of scenario tree nodes that
induce a partition of the scenarios, with a subset of the partition for each node in the
cut. For each node in the cut, a group subproblem is constructed, with a group of
scenarios and a set of reference scenarios, both of which are subsets of the scenarios
corresponding to that node. The group problem values are combined to compute
what is called the value of the “cut-group subproblem”. For a fixed cut, and a fixed
set of reference scenarios for each node in the cut, taking the expected value of the
cut-group subproblem over all possible group subproblems yields a dual bound. This
bound is shown to increase monotonically in the group size. By using solutions of
cut-group subproblems, Zenarosa et al. [134] also derive primal bounds, and prove
monotonicity properties of their expected values. Computational results, including
with a parallel implementation, show the utility of these ideas.
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Maggioni et al. [86] show how to generate dual bounds based on a set of reference
scenarios, and taking the expected value of the group subproblems over all groups
of a fixed cardinality. They show that the resulting bound increases monotonically
in both the cardinality of the groups, and as the set of reference scenarios expands.
Maggioni et al. [86] also suggest ideas for upper bounds, and provide inequalities on
their expected values, in a similar vein to some of those given in Zenarosa et al. [134].
Maggioni et al. [86] provide numerical tests based on a real logistics SMIP application.
Finally, we mention that there is another stream of research focusing on solving
stochastic programs by using partitions of the scenario set [19, 51, 123]. Though very
effective in practice, these methods are quite different to the approach we propose in
this paper. For example, partition-based approaches are defined by Song and Luedtke
[123] as aggregation-based methods where scenario-specific constraints are aggregated
according to partitions of the scenario set in order to obtain dual bounds; and the
partitions are iteratively refined later.
4.2 Preliminaries and EGSO Bounds for Multistage Prob-
lems
We consider the multistage stochastic programming problem, with T stages, and with
random data ξ̃ having finite support. In particular, the random data is defined on a
probability space with discrete realization set Ξ ⊆ Ξ1×· · ·×ΞT , arranged according to
a scenario tree; each realization ξ ∈ Ξ corresponds to a path in the scenario tree from
its root node to a leaf node, and every such path uses T nodes. We use the notation
ξ[t] for (ξt′)
t
t′=1 = (ξ1, . . . , ξt), the realization, ξ, for stages 1, . . . , t. Since all scenarios
share a single tree node in the first stage, it is assumed that ξ̃1 is deterministic. We
take the multistage stochastic program (MSP) to have the following form:
zMSP := min{f1(x1) + E[g2(x1, ξ[2])] : x1 ∈ X 1}
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where for each t = 2, . . . , T , gt(xt−1, ξ[t]) is defined as
gt(xt−1, ξ[t]) = min{ft(xt, ξ[t]) + E[gt+1(xt, ξ[t+1])|ξ[t]] : xt ∈ X t(xt−1, ξ[t])},
where gT+1 ≡ 0; and stage t decision variables, xt, are assumed to be of dimension
nt, so xt ∈ Rnt for each t = 1, . . . , T . We allow any finite-valued functions ft and
any set-valued functions X t, provided (MSP) has an optimal solution, and provided
the restriction to any proper subset of Ξ has an optimal solution. For practical
implementation, we also require a solver that can handle problems in the form of
(MSP).
Since ξ̃ has finite support, we may write Ξ = {ξ1, . . . , ξL} for some positive integer
L, and index the scenario set Ξ with S = {1, . . . , L}. Define H(t, s) to be the scenario
tree node for the scenario with index s at stage t, for each t = 1, . . . , T and s ∈ S.












t=1 ∈ Xs, ∀s ∈ S
yH(t,s) = x
s
t , ∀t = 1, . . . , T, s ∈ S,
where ps is the probability that ξ
s is realized, and it is assumed that
∑
s∈S ps = 1.







Xs = {(xt)Tt=1 : x1 ∈ X 1, xt ∈ X t(xt−1, ξs[t])), ∀t = 2, . . . , T}.
yh ∈ Rnt for each scenario tree node h at stage t is an auxiliary variable introduced
to model the non-anticipativity constraints (NACs), ensuring that decisions made at
stage t do not depend on knowledge of realizations at later stages.
We now define the group subproblem for a subset S ⊆ S of the scenarios, denoted


















t=1 ∈ Xs, ∀s ∈ S
yH(t,s) = x
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Note that, as in Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109], we use a simpler form of the group
subproblem to that given by Sandıkçı et al. [108], without a reference scenario. Note
also that our assumption that (MSP) restricted to any proper subset of Ξ has an
optimal solution ensures that all group subproblems have an optimal solution.
Observe that vGR(S) = zGR(S) = zMSP and that for each s ∈ S, the value of the




















It is well known that this provides a dual (i.e., lower) bound on zMSP , since it is
precisely equivalent to solving (MSP) with all NACs omitted. Thus zWS ≤ zMSP .
We now replicate the key result of Sandıkçı et al. [108], adjusted and extended to
our multistage context (see also Maggioni et al. [85]). The expected group subproblem















where Ωq denotes the set of all subsets of S of cardinality q. The result is as follows.
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Theorem 4.1 ([108], Theorem 1).
zWS = EGSO(1) ≤ EGSO(2) ≤ · · · ≤ EGSO(L− 1) ≤ EGSO(L) = zMSP .
The proof of Theorem 4.1, as well as some necessary preliminary results, are given
in Appendix C.1. The slight difference to the result in [108], where zWS ≤ EGSO(1)
rather than zWS = EGSO(1), is due to the omission of the reference scenario.
4.3 Expected Partition Bounds: A Hierarchy of Dual Bounds
We use the notation Π to denote a partition of the scenario set, S, so Π = {S1, . . . , Sm},
for some m, with Si ⊆ S for all i = 1, . . . ,m and Si ∩ Si′ = ∅ for i′ = 1, . . . ,m with
i′ 6= i. It is well known that solving the group subproblem over all subsets in a
partition yields a lower bound on (MSP).
Proposition 4.1. Let Π be a partition of S, with Π = {S1, . . . , Sm}, for some positive
integer m. Then, defining zP (Π) to be the total value of the problems over all subsets




zGR(Si) ≤ zMSP .
Thus a dual bound on zMSP is obtained from a single partition. In practice, pro-
vided a solver is available for problems of the form of (MSP ), and is computationally
effective for problems with a modest number of scenarios, it can be applied in parallel
to yield a single-partition bound for any partition in which all subsets are of modest
size.
To obtain a hierarchy of bounds from partitions, we propose using the following
particular type of partition, which, for a given integer q partitions the scenario set
into sets of size q or “almost” q, specifically into sets of size q or q − 1.
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Definition 4.1. Given a positive integer q, the q-partition set of S, denoted by Λq,
is the set of all partitions of S into m subsets of size q and m′ subsets of size q − 1,
where m′ = qdL
q
e − L, m = dL
q
e −m′ and L = |S|.
It is straightforward to verify that the q-partition set justifies its name, i.e., that
mq +m′(q − 1) = L.
Note that if q is “too large” relative to L = |S|, then it is possible that m could
be negative, and hence Λq could be ill-defined. Note also that, to be of practical
interest, partitions should consist of sets having sizes small relative to the entire set
of scenarios, otherwise the benefits of being able to solve many smaller problems in
parallel to construct a lower bound from the partition is lost. Fortunately, as the
following observation indicates, q can be quite large relative to L without m dropping
to zero. For example, q ≤
√
L suffices.
Lemma 4.1. The q-partition set of S, Λq, is well defined, i.e., m ≥ 1, if and only if
q|L or L ≥ (q − r)q + r, (4.1)
where r = L− qbL
q
c.
The expected partition bound that we propose to consider is obtained by taking
the average of all q-partition single-partition bounds.
Definition 4.2. The expected partition (EP) bound for subsets of (almost) size q is







In what follows, we repeatedly use the observation that q-partitions of a set S
can be enumerated by enumerating all permutations of its ` = |S| elements, and
then taking each consecutive sequence of q (and then q − 1) elements to form one of
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the subsets in the partition. However, many permutations of 1, . . . , ` give the same
partition, since each sequence of length q (or q−1) can be permuted without changing
the partition, and the m sequences themselves can be permuted without changing the
partition. In general, the number of distinct partitions of a set of size ` = mq into m




By similar arguments, each set in Ωq appears in
(`− q)!
(q!)m−1(m− 1)!
distinct partitions of S. Both formulae are easily extended to q-partitions of S, as
given in the proof of the proposition below.
Proposition 4.2. Let q be a positive integer satisfying (4.1), and define m and m′








Proof. Let ` = mq and `′ = m′(q−1), so `+`′ = L. The number of distinct partitions







((q − 1)!)m′m′! ,
which can easily be simplified to
|Λq| =
L!
(q!)mm!((q − 1)!)m′m′! .
Now, for P a given subset of S of size q, any q-partition containing P must induce
a partition of S \P into two sets: S1, the set of scenarios contained in subsets of size
q of the partition, (but not in P ), and S2, the set of scenarios contained in subsets of
size q−1 of the partition. Obviously |S1| = (m−1)q = `−q and |S2| = m′(q−1) = `′.
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Thus to construct all q-partitions that contain P , one may consider (i) all ways of
choosing S1 from S \ P , (ii) all ways of partitioning S1 into sets of size q, and (iii)




 such ways. For case (ii) there are (` − q)!/((q!)(m−1)(m − 1)!)
ways. Similarly, for case (iii) there are `′!/(((q − 1)!)m′m′!) ways. Putting these in








partitions. The above expression can easily be simplified to
ηq =
(L− q)!
(q!)(m−1)(m− 1)!((q − 1)!)m′m′! .
Similarly, each distinct subset of S of size q − 1 appears in
η′q :=




(`′ − q + 1)!
((q − 1)!)(m′−1)(m′ − 1)!
partitions; the above expression can easily be simplified to
η′q =
(L− q + 1)!
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The result follows by substituting from (4.3) and (4.4) into (4.2).
We now obtain our main result as a corollary.
Theorem 4.2. If q divides evenly into L = |S| then
EP (q) = EGSO(q)
and otherwise, provided that q satisfies (4.1),
EGSO(q − 1) ≤ EP (q) ≤ EGSO(q),
with the first inequality strict unless EGSO(q − 1) = EGSO(q).
Proof. Let m and m′ be as defined in Definition 4.1. Now if q divides evenly into
L, then m′ = 0, so qm = L, and the result follows by Proposition 4.2. Otherwise,










= 1. Thus, by Proposition 4.2, it must be
that EP (q) is a convex combination of EGSO(q − 1) and EGSO(q), with a strictly
positive coefficient on the latter in the combination. Since EGSO(q−1) ≤ EGSO(q),
the result follows.
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This result shows that the EP (q) bounds provide a sequence of dual bounds for
zMSP that are monotonically nondecreasing in q, and that coincide with the EGSO
bounds in the case that the subset cardinality divides evenly into the cardinality of
the scenario set, and otherwise interpolates between the bounds for two consecutive
cardinalities.
4.4 Scenario Set Partition Sampling
The practical value of the results in the previous section comes from the observation
that there is a high likelihood that computing only a very small number of q-partition
single-partition bounds will yield a better bound than EP (q), provided the distribu-
tion of zP (Π) over Π ∈ Λq is not highly right-skewed. Specifically, given Λ̃q ⊂ Λq, an
independently sampled subset of the q-partitions, we have from Proposition 4.1 that
max
Π∈Λ̃q
zP (Π) ≤ zMSP .
If, for example, the distribution of the values of zP (Π) over Π ∈ Λq is symmetric
about its average, then the probability that a single, randomly chosen Π ∈ Λq will




zP (Π) ≥ EP (q)) = 1− Pr(zP (Π) < EP (q), ∀Π ∈ Λ̃q) ≈ 1− (0.5)|Λ̃q |.
To illustrate the utility of this, consider a problem with L = 24 scenarios, and take
q = 3. To compute EP (3) = EGSO(3), we must compute the solution to (243 ) =
2024 group subproblems, each with 3 scenarios. However, if we randomly sample 10
partitions, we need to solve only L
q
×|Λ̃q| = 243 ×10 = 80 such group subproblems, and
will have found a bound at least as good with probability 1−(0.5)10 > 0.999. This idea
is demonstrated in Figure 4.1 for a symmetric distribution of partition bounds. As
the number of scenarios increases, the fraction of subproblems that need to be solved
in order to find a better partition bound than the expected bound (EP ) with a given
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(q, p) = (2, 0.999)
(q, p) = (2, 0.8)
(q, p) = (3, 0.999)
(q, p) = (3, 0.8)
Note. q: Group size, p: Target probability of finding a better partition bound than EP (q) after
solving NP subproblems, NP =
L
q × dlog2 11−pe.
Figure 4.1: Best partition vs. expected partition
probability gets smaller. Even in the case that the distribution of the values of zP (Π)
over Π ∈ Λq is somewhat right-skewed, for example, say Pr(zP (Π) ≥ EP (q)) = 0.2
only, then an independent random sample of 31 partitions, requiring solution of only
248 group subproblems, is sufficient to ensure that the best bound generated by one
of them is at least EP (q) with probability at least 0.999. On benchmark instances,
our observation echoes that made by Sandıkçı and Özaltin [109]: these distributions,
in the case of q-partitions, are not highly skewed.
This motivates Algorithm 4.1, which computes exact lower bounds from randomly
sampled q-partitions. The stopping criterion enforces a maximum on the number of
partitions sampled, Kmax, which is a given parameter of the algorithm. Although
the primary purpose of Algorithm 4.1 is to generate a good dual bound, there may
also be an opportunity to generate upper bounds during the course of the algorithm,
making use of the solution to each group subproblem. For example, Sandıkçı and
Özaltin [109] describe such a heuristic. Even though randomly sampled partitions
provide effective results, as we discuss in Section 4.5, we explore several ways to
select partitions more intelligently, so as to yield better partition bounds. These are
described in the remainder of this section.
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Algorithm 4.1 Scenario Set Partition Sampling (S, L, q,Kmax)
1: Inputs: Set of scenarios S, L = |S|, group size q, number of partitions Kmax
2: LB := −∞, k := 1
3: while k ≤ Kmax do
4: S := S
5: for all i = 1, . . . , dL
q
e do
6: /* Sample, without replacement, the next subset in the partition */
7: if i ≤ L− (q − 1)dL
q
e then
8: Ski := a random sample of q scenarios from S
9: else
10: Ski := a random sample of q − 1 scenarios from S
11: end if
12: /* Solve the multistage SP over scenarios in the current subset */
13: Solve GR(Ski) to get optimal value zGR(Ski)





17: /* Update exact lower bound */
18: LB := max{LB, zk}
19: [Optional]: seek an optimally recombined partition (Section 4.4.2) to improve
LB
20: k := k + 1
21: end while
4.4.1 Partition Sampling Based on Scenario Tree Structure
When using partition sampling on multistage problem instances, taking advantage
of the scenario tree structure can potentially result in improved partition bounds.
Selecting partitions that group together scenarios with as many common nodes in the
scenario tree as possible can provide better partition bounds compared to random
partition sampling, due to fewer NACs being violated. On the other hand, partitions
that keep “similar” scenarios (scenarios with common nodes in the scenario tree) in
different groups also have the potential to provide better bounds than randomly sam-
pled partitions, due to each group subproblem being a more accurate representation
of the original problem. Here, we explore both strategies.
Algorithm 4.2 defines our method of generating q-partitions that groups scenarios
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Figure 4.2: Example tree-aligned partitions for a tree with |Ξ1×Ξ2×Ξ3| = 1× 4× 3
and q = 2
with any scenario tree node j∗ in the penultimate stage, T − 1, it randomly selects
scenarios whose scenario tree path includes j∗, denoted by Nj∗ , to add to a first
partition subset S1. To keep track of which scenarios have been assigned to a partition
subset, the selected scenario is removed from Nj∗ . This is repeated until either the
current subset, Si, is full, or there are no more scenarios that include node j
∗ (Nj∗
is empty). In the former case, a new subset is started, (i is incremented), and the
process continues. In the latter case, a new tree node, j∗, with Nj∗ not empty, having
as many tree nodes in common with the previous tree node used to select a scenario,
is found, and again the process continues. This strategy ensures that the resulting
partition solution satisfies as many NACs as possible. The concept of a tree aligned
partition is illustrated in Figure 4.2, which shows three tree-aligned partitions on a
small, 3-stage scenario tree, with |Ξ1 × Ξ2 × Ξ3| = 1 × 4 × 3 and q = 2. Note that
provided q 6= |Ξt × Ξt+1 × · · · × ΞT | for some t, in which case there is a unique tree-
aligned partition, the number of tree-aligned partitions is still large relative to the
total number of partitions. For example, a 1 × 2 × 3 tree with q = 2 has 9 distinct
tree-aligned partitions out of a total 90 distinct partitions and a 1× 3× 2 tree with
q = 3 has 6 distinct tree-aligned partitions out of a total 20.
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Algorithm 4.2 Partitioning Strategy,“Tree-Aligned” (S, L, q,H)
Inputs: Set of scenarios S, L = |S|, group size q, scenario tree H
Nj: the set of scenarios whose scenario tree path includes node j
j∗ := any scenario tree node in the penultimate stage, T − 1




while (i ≤ L− (q−1)dL
q
e and |Si| < q) or (i > L− (q−1)dLq e and |Si| < q−1)
do
if Nj∗ 6= ∅ then
k := randomly picked scenario from Nj∗
Si := Si ∪ {k}
Remove scenario k (from Nj, for all nodes j on its scenario tree path)
end if
while Nj∗ = ∅ do
j∗ := its parent node
end while
while a child node of j∗ has Nj∗ 6= ∅ do




To evaluate this method, we test the tree-aligned (“tree”, in short) partitioning
strategy against two others: a “random” strategy, which randomly partitions the
scenario set without considering the tree structure; and a “misaligned” strategy, which
keeps the scenarios with common nodes in separate groups as much as possible. These
three different partitioning strategies are illustrated on a 3-stage example with 9
scenarios in Figure 4.3.
An extensive computational study on the quality of partition bounds attained by
each of the three partitioning strategies is conducted, and the results are discussed in
Section 4.5. Computational results reveal that the tree-aligned partitioning strategy
provides considerable improvements in bound quality over the other two strategies on
the 3-stage instance class used in our computational study. However, the performance
of different partitioning strategies depends on specific characteristics of the problem























































































































Figure 4.3: Three alternative methods to construct partitions based on scenario tree
structure
result in better partition bounds. In Section 4.5, we present a discussion on the effects
of some instance-specific characteristics that affect bound quality in tree-aligned and
misaligned partitioning strategies.
4.4.2 Optimally Recombined Partitions
As the scenario set partition sampling procedure randomly samples partitions, it
computes the group subproblem objectives, zGR(S), associated with scenario subsets,
S, of these partitions. Once a sufficient number of partitions are sampled, it may
be possible to recombine the previously sampled subsets into a new and potentially
better partition. Thus, we seek optimally recombined partitions by solving a set
partitioning problem over the previously sampled subsets, S, and the corresponding
group subproblem objectives.
Recalling that S represents the set of scenario indices, let C represent the collection
of previously sampled scenario subsets, and C(i) denote the collection of scenario










xS = 1, ∀i ∈ S}.
We incorporate optimal recombination into the partition sampling procedure by
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solving the set partitioning problem at certain iterations. If a recombined partition
that is different from the previously sampled partitions provides a better bound than
the current best, then we update the current best bound accordingly. Otherwise, we
continue to sample partitions.
4.4.3 Truncated Partition Bound Calculation
During the progression of the partition sampling algorithm, only a small fraction of
partitions actually improve the best partition bound. (This is to be expected, since
if k partitions have been solved so far, the probability that the next partition yields
a better value is 1/(k + 1).) This suggests the possibility of reducing wasted compu-
tational effort by using the group subproblem values calculated part-way through a
partition to heuristically estimate the final partition bound, and to decide whether
a partition is “promising”, or not, before all the group subproblems of the partition
are solved.
In order to determine how promising a partition is after solving only a subset of
the group subproblems, we define a heuristic estimate for the partition bound zP (Π).
When group subproblems associated with only the first r scenario subsets {S1, . . . , Sr}







We consider the following rule for eliminating unpromising partitions, parameter-
ized by the triple (α, β, γ) with α, β ∈ [0, 1] and γ > 0.
Eliminate partition Π if, after at least α fraction of the group subproblems
are solved, the heuristic estimate of zP (Π) remains lower than γ times the
best bound, for the next r′ group subproblems solved, where r′ is at least β
fraction of the remaining groups.
In other words, when m and zP (Π∗) denote the number of groups in partition
Π and the best partition bound found so far, respectively, under the truncation rule
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parametrized by (α, β, γ), we characterize a partition Π as “unpromising” if
ẑPi (Π) ≤ γzP (Π∗), ∀i = r, . . . , r + r′,
provided r ≥ dαme and r′ = dβ(m− r)e − 1. Note that eliminating a partition, i.e.,
ceasing computation of the value of the group subproblems in the partition, will save
the computation time of at least (1− β)(m− r) group subproblems.However, as the
estimate is only a heuristic, it may also eliminate a partition giving a new best bound.
The higher the values of α and β, and the lower the value of γ, the more conservative
the truncation rule. A more conservative rule will save less computing time, at less
risk of eliminating a partition yielding a better bound.
In our computational experiments, we explore the extent of computational savings
that can be obtained from truncated bound calculation. Furthermore, we present ex-
amples in which the computational effort saved by eliminating unpromising partitions
is used towards promising partitions, resulting in an improved partition bound.
4.5 Computational Results
Computational experiments are performed for three different classes of problems:
stochastic capacitated facility location problem (CAP), stochastic server location
problem (SSLP), and dynamic capacity acquisition and allocation problem (DCAP).
The former two classes are 2-stage, and the latter is 3-stage. Computations are run
on a heterogeneous cluster of machines with Xeon E5520, Xeon E5-2670, E5-2603,
E5-2650v3 and Xeon E5430 processors using Gurobi 5.6.3 Python interface (with
Python 2.7). Different values for the group size, q, are considered, while ensuring
that q divides the number of scenarios, L, evenly, for simplicity.
4.5.1 Test Instances
The stochastic capacitated facility location problem (CAP) considered here is de-
scribed in [83]. The first stage decisions determine which facilities to open, and the
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second stage decisions give the fraction of customer demand to be satisfied by each
open facility. The instances we use come from [21]. Each instance has 5000 scenarios.
Here, we use the first 240 of them, and experiment with group sizes q = 5, 10, 15, 20.
The stochastic server location problem (SSLP) considered in this paper is de-
scribed in [93], and the instances used in experiments come from [4]. The first stage
decisions concern installation of servers at possible locations, and the second stage
decisions define assignment of clients to servers. Group sizes q = 2, 5, 10, 25 are used
in experiments on SSLP instances with 50 and 100 scenarios.
The dynamic capacity acquisition and allocation problem (DCAP) is described in
[3], and the 3-stage instances used in computational experiments of this paper are
acquired from [135]. The capacity acquisition decisions are made at stages 1 and 2;
and based on the acquired capacities of the resources, allocation decisions are made
at stages 2 and 3. The test instances are named as “DCAP ninj2 1xn2xn3”, where ni
and nj represent the number of resources and tasks, respectively; n2 represents the
number of second stage nodes in the scenario tree, and n3 represents the number of
third stage nodes originating from every second stage node. The instances used in this
study have 200, 300, and 500 scenarios. Computational experiments are conducted
using group sizes q = 2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50.
Details of these test problems are given in Appendix C.2.
4.5.2 Computation Time
As briefly mention in Section 4.3, partition bounds provide a computationally effi-
cient way to obtain dual bounds for problems that have too many scenarios to allow
direct solution of the deterministic equivalent, or even to permit the model to be
loaded without encountering memory issues. In this section, we investigate the com-
putational burden of partition bounds by providing solution times associated with
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different numbers of scenarios (L) and group sizes (q) for a typical capacitated facil-
ity location problem instance (CAP 101) using a Xeon E5-2603 processor.
We experiment with L = 240, 480, and 960 scenarios and various group sizes.
For each number of scenarios and group size, 10 partitions are randomly sampled
and the solution times are reported. Table 4.1a presents the total solution time
(averaged over 10 partitions) to represent the case when all group subproblems are
solved sequentially, and Table 4.1b presents the maximum solution time among all
group subproblems (averaged over 10 partitions) to represent the case when the group
subproblems are solved in parallel. To better understand the tradeoff between solution
time and bound quality, best partition bounds (among the 10 partitions) associated
with each (L, q) pair are reported in Table 4.2 and the fractions of series/parallel
computation time required to achieve the partition bounds in Table 4.2 are presented
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.1: Solution times (in seconds) for CAP 101
(a) Total solve time
q
L 5 10 20 40 80 q = L
240 52.71 88.97 242.15 329.19 466.04 5,585.30
480 98.04 162.74 484.67 778.17 944.44 15,351.15
960 223.83 240.61 579.96 1,515.23 1,871.99 87,683.96
(b) Maximum solve time
q
L 5 10 20 40 80 q = L
240 2.08 10.07 49.47 121.75 168.80 5,585.30
480 2.70 9.99 58.79 161.05 234.98 15,351.15
960 5.01 8.70 38.09 162.28 184.90 87,683.96
Note. The values in both tables are averages of 10 solutions. For q < L, 10 partitions are randomly
sampled and the average total (or maximum) solution time is reported. For q = L, the original
problem with L scenarios is solved 10 times and the average solution time is reported.
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Table 4.2: Best partition bounds (among 10 randomly sampled partitions) for CAP
101
q
L 5 10 20 40 80 q = L
240 732,005.22 733,311.23 733,967.62 734,158.09 734,302.79 734,354.25
480 729,194.92 730,530.73 731,161.12 731,434.18 731,604.76 731,631.30
960 729,929.05 731,283.14 731,888.98 732,184.13 732,345.42 732,490.10
Table 4.3: Expected fraction of series/parallel computation time needed to achieve
the partition bounds shown in Table 4.2
q
L 5 10 20 40 80
240 0.094/0.0004 0.159/0.0018 0.434/0.0089 0.589/0.0218 0.834/0.0302
480 0.064/0.0002 0.106/0.0007 0.316/0.0038 0.507/0.0105 0.615/0.0153
960 0.026/0.0001 0.027/0.0001 0.066/0.0004 0.173/0.0019 0.213/0.0021
Note. The computation times under consideration are for computing 10 partition bounds, the best
ones among which are presented in Table 4.2. The reported fractions represent the computation
time required for solving all group subproblems in series and in parallel, respectively, divided by the
computation time required for solving the original problem with q = L.
It is clear that in each one of the L = 240, 480, and 960 cases, using moderate group
sizes such as q = 5, 10, or 20, allows computing partition bounds in very reasonable
times even when parallel implementation is not possible, as opposed to using very
large group sizes or directly solving the original problem. It is also important to note
that when trying to directly solve the original problem, memory restrictions must
be taken into consideration, in addition to computation time issues. For example,
directly solving the CAP 101 instance with 960 scenarios is not possible for moderate
memory sizes, as it uses over 50 GB of memory just to load the model.
Since larger group sizes provide better partition bounds, it is desirable to use
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the largest group size allowed by the processing power, memory, and parallel imple-
mentation capability. But even when the computing platform at hand has moderate
processing power and memory, finding partition bounds with small group sizes is a
computationally efficient way of obtaining good dual bounds, especially if parallel
computing is available.
4.5.3 Comparing Partition Sampling with SAA
Partition bounds are compared against Sample Average Approximation (SAA) esti-
mates found by solving the same size and number of group subproblems and then
calculating confidence intervals around the resulting estimates. The lower end of the
confidence interval is taken to be the SAA lower bound estimate. For each instance
and each q value tested, we run Algorithm 4.1 with Kmax = 30 or 50, requiring solu-
tion of n′ = KmaxL/q group subproblems, each of size q. We then apply SAA to the
instance, using similar computational effort: we take n′ independent samples of size q,
generated, (with replacement), based on the probability distribution associated with
scenario occurrences. For each scenario sample, S, the sample average value, denoted














t=1 ∈ Xs,∀s ∈ S, yH(t,s) = xst , ∀t = 1, . . . , T, s ∈ S}.
After n′ subproblems are solved, for samples S1, S2, . . . , Sn′ , the corresponding SAA














and the confidence interval with a level of confidence α





Figure 4.4 illustrates, using a typical CAP instance, how partition bounds compare
to SAA estimates and 95% confidence intervals around SAA estimates. Partition
bounds associated with 30 independent partitions are presented, along with the SAA
estimates calculated by solving the same size and number of group subproblems. For
comparability of results in terms of computational burden, SAA estimates on the
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Partition bound SAA estimate SAA upper CI
Best partition bound SAA lower CI Optimal objective





# Group subproblems solved (m = 48)
(a) CAP 124, q = 5








# Group subproblems solved (m = 24)
(b) CAP 124, q = 10






# Group subproblems solved (m = 16)
(c) CAP 124, q = 15








# Group subproblems solved (m = 12)
(d) CAP 124, q = 20
Figure 4.4: CAP 124 Partition sampling vs. SAA (Kmax = 30)
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Partition bound SAA estimate Optimal objective
Recombined partition bound SAA lower CI
Best partition bound SAA upper CI





# Group subproblems solved (m = 150)
(a) DCAP 342 1x15x20, q = 2





# Group subproblems solved (m = 60)
(b) DCAP 342 1x15x20, q = 5




# Group subproblems solved (m = 30)
(c) DCAP 342 1x15x20, q = 10




# Group subproblems solved (m = 15)
(d) DCAP 342 1x15x20, q = 20
Figure 4.5: DCAP 342 1x15x20 Partition sampling (with tree-aligned partitioning
strategy and optimal recombination) vs. SAA (Kmax = 50)
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plots are updated only when a partition bound is fully computed. It can be observed
that the best partition bound is significantly greater than the lower limit of the 95%
confidence interval around the SAA estimate. Also, in most cases, the best partition
bound exceeds the SAA estimate. Usefully, the best partition bound improves quite
rapidly, so good bounds are available very early in the sampling process.
Figure 4.5 shows the progression of partition bounds and SAA estimates, on a
3-stage DCAP instance, when the tree-aligned partitioning strategy is used (as de-
scribed in Section 4.4.1) and an optimally recombined partition is attempted (as
described in Section 4.4.2) every 10 iterations. As in the previous example, the best
partition bound exceeds the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval around the
SAA estimate. Additionally, good partition bounds are obtained very early in the
partition sampling process, while SAA estimates require a considerably long warm-up
phase.
Similar behavior is observed in all CAP, SSLP, and DCAP instances. Tables 4.4
and 4.5 present
(i) the gap obtained from the best partition bound after k = 30 q-partitions , ∆Pk
(Equation 4.5),
(ii) the gap obtained from the lower limit of the SAA 95% confidence interval after
a computational effort equivalent to k = 30 q-partitions, ∆SAAk (Equation 4.6),
and
(iii) the proportion of the latter gap that is closed by the best partition bound,
δSAA,Pk (Equation 4.7).
The gaps are calculated respective to the wait-and-see solution, zWS. Since the test
instances have a considerable amount of “sunk cost”, which is the cost that has to be
incurred regardless of solution quality, the objective values associated with different
solutions do not seem very different from each other. In order to be able to objectively
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compare different solutions in terms of quality, we subtract the lowerbound zWS from
the objective values in our reporting. Provided that OPT represents the the optimal
value over all L scenarios, the gaps are calculated as follows:
∆Pk =

























30 for the SSLP instances with
different group sizes q, and Table 4.5 gives the means and standard deviations of ∆P30,
∆SAA30 and δ
SAA,P
30 , taken over all 16 CAP instances with different values of q. It can
be seen in both tables that after 30 partitions, the gaps from the best partition bound
are noticeably tighter than those from the SAA confidence interval lower limit for the
same computational effort. Furthermore, it can be seen in Appendix C.3 that in the
majority of instances, the best partition bound is attained within 10 or 20 partitions.
Table 4.4: Best partition bound vs. lower limit of the 95% SAA confidence interval
on SSLP instances.






2 41.60% 73.36% 43.29%
5 11.62% 19.97% 41.83%
10 0.00% 30.50% 100.00%
25 0.00% 21.19% 100.00%
SSLP 10-50-100 100
2 45.29% 67.90% 33.30%
5 9.01% 25.51% 64.67%
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Table 4.5: Best partition bound vs. lower limit of the 95% SAA confidence interval:
summary for CAP instances.





Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev. Mean Std. Dev.
240 5 14.87% 4.53% 32.35% 8.34% 52.23% 14.08%
240 10 6.45% 3.37% 25.71% 8.44% 71.07% 16.96%
240 15 3.53% 2.34% 19.17% 8.80% 80.23% 14.27%
240 20 2.40% 1.87% 17.14% 10.16% 83.54% 12.88%
4.5.4 Partition Bound Sampling Enhancements
For problem instances with more than 2 stages, the method of sampling partitions
based on scenario tree structure is described in Section 4.4.1. We conduct a compu-
tational study for testing the bound quality for tree-aligned, random, and misaligned
partitioning strategies in DCAP instances. It is observed that in all problem in-
stances belonging to the DCAP instance class, when partitions are generated with
the tree-aligned strategy, the resulting partition bounds are better than those for
random and misaligned partitioning strategies. With 30 partitions, the tree-aligned
strategy closes, on average, 85% of the wait-and-see gap with group size of only 5,
and 96% with size 10. As reported in detail in Tables C.6 and C.7 of Appendix C.3,
the tree-aligned strategy obtains significantly better bounds than those found using
other partitioning strategies, even with group sizes many times larger. The tree-
aligned partitions close up to 3.5 times (1.9 times, on average) the wait-and-see gap
that can be closed by the “random” partitions, which are constructed without taking
the scenario tree structure into account. Therefore, in the remainder of this paper,
we only report the tree-aligned partition bounds associated with the DCAP instances
(unless stated otherwise).
Clearly, there are potential advantages and disadvantages in both the tree-aligned
and the misaligned partitioning strategies. The tree-aligned strategy violates as few
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NACs as possible, but may fail to represent the entire scenario set accurately in each
group subproblem. The misaligned strategy, on the other hand, represents a better
portion of the entire scenario set in every group subproblem, but violates many NACs.
To understand the characteristics of the scenario tree that may determine which of
these two partitioning strategies result in better bounds, we experiment with a small
DCAP instance.
We conjecture that when the major distinction between the scenario tree nodes is
observed in initial stages (closer to the root node), better representing the scenario
set in group subproblems is critical, so the misaligned partitioning strategy provides
better bounds. Similarly, when the major distinction between the nodes is observed
in final stages (closer to the leaves), both partitioning strategies would represent the
scenario set in group subproblems well, and therefore violating fewer NACs becomes
more important in bound quality. In that case, the tree-aligned partitioning strategy
has a potential advantage in providing better bounds.
To test these ideas, we use a DCAP instance with only 12 scenarios, as depicted
in Figure 4.6. The only uncertain parameter in the DCAP instances is the capacity
consumption of each task on each resource. In order to better quantify the distinc-
tion between various scenario tree nodes, we design the problem instance so that the
capacity consumption of every task on every resource is the same for a given scenario.
For example, in scenario 1, all capacity consumptions are equal to a; while in sce-
nario 8, all capacity consumptions are equal to a + Ψ + 3ψ. Ψ and ψ determine the
difference between the two penultimate stage nodes and the difference between leaf
nodes originating from the same penultimate stage node, respectively. Based on our
conjecture, we expect that increasing values of Ψ would favor the misaligned parti-
tioning strategy, and increasing values of ψ would favor the tree-aligned partitioning
strategy.


























Note. The expression below each node represents the value of every uncertain parameter at the
given stage and node.
Figure 4.6: Example scenario tree with |Ξ1×Ξ2×Ξ3| = 1×2×4 for DCAP instances
and high. In each of these settings, we experiment with three Ψ values and three ψ
values. For each (Ψ, ψ) pair, the value of a is calculated based on the total capac-
ity consumption, A, with a = A−4Ψ−12ψ
8
. For every setting and every (Ψ, ψ) pair,
we generate all tree-aligned and all misaligned partitions, compute the correspond-
ing partition bounds, and compare the average tree-aligned bound with the average
misaligned bound. The results obtained from the described experimental setting are
presented in Table 4.6. Values in the table represent the difference of average tree-
aligned and average misaligned partition bounds, divided by the optimal objective.













and ΛM denote the collection of tree-aligned and misaligned partitions, respectively.
Details of the percentage values in Table 4.6 are presented in Tables C.8, C.9, and
C.10 of Appendix C.3.
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Ψ 0.01 0.05 0.09
0 0.02% 0.08% 0.16%
0.2 -11.87% -8.86% -4.92%




Ψ 0.01 0.11 0.21
0 0.01% 0.14% 0.22%
0.25 -15.35% -10.02% -2.04%




Ψ 0.01 0.15 0.3
0 0.01% 1.20% 1.67%
0.7 -0.08% 0.13% 1.21%
1.3 -2.13% -1.30% 0.76%











, are the percentage
difference of average tree-aligned and misaligned partition bounds. Negative values indicate that
the misaligned strategy gives the better bound.
Table 4.6 verifies that larger differences between leaf nodes (small Ψ, large ψ)
provides an advantage for the tree-aligned partitioning strategy, and larger differ-
ences between earlier tree nodes (large Ψ, small ψ) provides an advantage for the
misaligned partitioning strategy. Unfortunately, in the extant benchmark instances,
the level of the scenario tree at which the major distinction between the scenarios
occurs is not always clear. Indeed, the dependence, if any, of uncertainty parameter
probability distributions on the tree node at which they are sampled is not clearly
articulated in the problem descriptions. Therefore it is not easy to decide, a priori,
which partitioning strategy would provide the best bounds for a specific problem in-
stance. However, in the large DCAP instances (L = 200, 300, and 500) used in our
experimental study, there is no evidence pointing to a major distinction between the
earlier nodes of the scenario tree. The capacity consumption realizations at each leaf
node seem to be independent of their parent node. Under these circumstances, as
expected, the tree-aligned partitioning strategy provides better partition bounds.
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The method of recombining previously used scenario subsets into new, and possi-
bly better partitions is described in Section 4.4.2. Figure 4.5 depicts the results of a
computational experiment in which optimal recombination is attempted after every
10 partitions on a DCAP instance. It can be observed that the best partition bound
is improved whenever a recombined partition can be obtained.
Even though optimal recombination of partitions have great potential to provide
improved partition bounds, it is important to note that it may not always be possible
to feasibly recombine the groups of existing partitions into a new partition. Clearly,
the tree-aligned partitioning strategy provides some benefits in this area, since it
inherently divides the scenario set into smaller subsets based on the scenario tree
structure. (The successful recombinations while using a tree-aligned partitioning
strategy can be observed in Figure 4.5.) However in other partitioning strategies,
such as random sampling with no consideration of the scenario tree structure, the
possibility to recombine the groups of existing partitions into a new partition may
not be very likely. It is intuitive that smaller group sizes provide more opportunities
for recombination, so the likelihood of obtaining a new recombined partition from
the existing partitions is greater for small group sizes. We provide support for this
intuition in Appendix C.4.
In cases where it is possible to generate recombined partitions from existing par-
titions, optimally recombined partition bounds tend to provide more improvement to
the incumbent bound when the group size is small. This phenomenon can be observed
in Figure 4.5, and explained with the observation that the distribution of partition
bounds have higher variability for smaller group sizes.
As mentioned in Section 4.4.3, to further improve the efficiency of partition sam-
pling, we suggest a truncated bound calculation strategy, where we cease the bound
calculation for unpromising partitions part-way and start with a new partition.
Figure 4.7 demonstrates how bound truncation strategies affect the progression of
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Partition bound (No truncation) Best partition bound (No truncation)
Truncated Bound (Conservative) Best truncated bound (Conservative)
Truncated Bound (Neutral) Best truncated bound (Neutral)
Truncated Bound (Aggressive) Best truncated bound (Aggressive)





# Group subproblems solved (m = 60)
Note. The last partition bound of every truncation strategy belongs to an optimally recombined
partition; and (α, β, γ) values of (0.3, 0.02, 1.0), (0.35, 0.03, 0.985) and (0.4, 0.04, 0.96) are used to
demonstrate aggressive, neutral, and conservative truncation strategies.
Figure 4.7: Partition bounds with different truncation strategies. DCAP 332 1x15x20,
q = 5
the partition sampling algorithm on a DCAP instance with group size q = 5. It can
be clearly seen that more aggressive truncation strategies result in less computations.
Savings in computational effort comes at a cost of reduced bound quality in some
cases, while in other cases bound quality remains the same. Figure 4.8 plots the
savings in computational effort against the sacrifice in bound quality for different
truncation strategies, where sacrifice in bound quality is expressed as the percentage
difference between the bounds found using truncation strategies and the best partition
bound without truncation.
Figures 4.8(a) - (b) and 4.8(c) show the tradeoff between computational savings
and loss in bound quality for different truncation strategies on an SSLP instance and
a DCAP instance, respectively. Using the conservative strategy, about 20% can be
saved in computational effort while losing very little or nothing in terms of solution
quality. Over 70% computational savings can be attained by eliminating partitions









































































(c) DCAP 332 1x15x20, q = 5
Note. (α, β, γ) values of (0.2, 0.02, 1.05), (0.4, 0.04, 0.99) and (0.5, 0.06, 0.95) are used to demonstrate
aggressive, neutral, and conservative strategies for SSLP instances.
Figure 4.8: Computational savings vs. loss in bound quality for different truncation
strategies
for other CAP, SSLP, and DCAP instances.
When truncation strategies are used, the saved computational effort can be used
towards considering more partitions and therefore possibly improving the partition
bound. To demonstrate this idea, we conduct experiments on some test instances,
where new partitions are explored using the computational effort saved due to a
conservative truncation strategy. The results of these experiments are presented in
detail in Figure 4.9 for an SSLP and a DCAP instance. Figure 4.9(a) demonstrates
an instance where 30 partitions (30 × 10 = 300 group subproblems) are attempted
originally, but the conservative truncation strategy results in solving only 256 group
subproblems. The remaining computational effort, corresponding to 44 group sub-
problems, is used towards solving for 4 new partitions, one of which yielded a better
partition bound than the best partition bound. A similar result can be observed in
Figure 4.9(b). Clearly, it is not guaranteed that the truncation strategies will not
eliminate a partition that would provide a better bound than the current best, or
that the new partition bounds calculated using the saved computational effort will
result in an improved partition bound. But the examples we provide substantiate the
potential of the truncation approach to save computational effort or to yield better
partition bounds.
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Partition bound Best partition bound
Truncated partition bound Best truncated partition bound






# Group subproblems solved (m = 10)
(a) SSLP 5-25-50, q = 5




# Group subproblems solved (m = 60)
(b) DCAP 332 1x15x20, q = 5
Note. The last truncated partition bound on Figure (b) belongs to an optimally recombined parti-
tion.
Figure 4.9: Bound progression with conservative truncation vs. no truncation (same
computational effort)
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we focused on partition bounds, introduced expected partition bounds,
and established that expected partition bounds form a hierarchy based on group size
by drawing parallels between EP bounds and EGSO bounds introduced in [108].
We have shown that random sampling of partition bounds can be a simple, yet
effective, approach to calculating dual bounds for SMIPs. On benchmark instances,
it performs better than other sampling approaches for the same computational effort,
and has the added benefit of providing a guaranteed bound, rather than one that is
statistically likely. In practice, only a few partitions need to be sampled before the
value of the best partition exceeds the expected value of group subproblems.
We extended the random partition sampling approach by introducing algorithmic
enhancements: partition sampling based on scenario tree structure and optimally
recombined partitions. We then introduced a heuristic method, “truncated bound
calculation”, for potentially improving computational performance of the algorithm.
Finally, we demonstrated the effectiveness of these algorithmic enhancements in our
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In this thesis, we studied emerging problems in the fields of fleet replacement and
optimization under uncertainty. We explored various topics in empty repositioning,
fleet replacement, and dual bounds in stochastic programming.
Naturally imbalanced freight flows force transportation service providers to repo-
sition resources empty. When constructing empty repositioning plans, the reduction
in lost (or outsourced) demand needs to be weighed against the cost of reposition-
ing resources empty. This is especially challenging given the uncertainty of future
demand. In Chapter 2, we proposed a robust optimization framework for fleet repo-
sitioning in a transportation network subject to demand uncertainty. We designed
and implemented a robust rolling horizon framework for constructing effective empty
repositioning plans. An extensive computational study demonstrates the benefits of
explicitly accounting for uncertainty in future demand. Additionally, we provided ro-
bustness parameters specific to this problem for controlling the level of conservatism in
the robust framework. We demonstrated with computational experiments that mod-
erate values for these robustness parameters provide the best outcome in terms of
service level, total transportation cost, and computational burden. Finally, we inves-
tigate practical strategies for reducing the complexity of managing the repositioning
of empty resources in transportation service networks covering huge geographic areas.
In studying fleet management in transportation networks from a broader perspec-
tive, we then focused on fleet replacement strategies for introducing alternative fuel
trucks (AFTs) into existing diesel fleets in long-haul trucking settings. In Chapter 3,
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we concentrated on modeling fleet replacement decisions, while also taking into con-
sideration structural changes to accommodate new fleet types and preserving feasible
operations. We introduced a novel modeling framework that simultaneously decides
on the number of trucks of each type to be purchased and retired at each period,
terminals/periods at which maintenance facilities for AFTs should be opened, and
the truck routes where the different fleet types should be deployed. The ability of the
integrated model to capture interesting characteristics of the network and to make use
of available information that is often overlooked by other fleet replacement strategies
is demonstrated with computational experiments. In order to find optimal and good
heuristic solutions to the integrated fleet management model, a Benders decompo-
sition framework and a variable neighborhood search heuristic are introduced. The
performance of these solution methodologies are demonstrated with a comprehensive
computational study.
In Chapter 4, we focused on finding dual bounds in multistage stochastic pro-
gramming problems. In this study, we defined “Expected Partition (EP (q)) bounds
as the expected value of the partition bound over all partitions with group size q, and
showed that they form a hierarchy based on the group size, q. By using the fact that
we can obtain dual bounds with as few as a single partition of the scenario set, we
presented a scenario sampling method that finds dual bounds by randomly sampling
partitions of the scenario set. In order to improve the efficiency of this sampling
method, we suggested two enhancements to the approach: sampling partitions that
align with the multistage scenario tree structure, and use of an auxiliary optimization
problem to discover new best bounds based on the values of group subproblems al-
ready computed. We established the effectiveness of these ideas with computational
experiments on benchmark problems. Finally, we provided a heuristic to save compu-
tational effort by ceasing computation of a partition part-way through, if it appears
unpromising.
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The topics covered in this thesis can be extended in various research directions.
Currently, there is a global trend in increasing the use of AFVs in order to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions. For example, in the U.S., federal and state governments
are working towards the goal of cutting petroleum use by 2.5 billion gallons per year
by 2020 by regulating commercial fleets, as well as offering incentives and tax breaks.
[71] Taking into account the government regulations and funding opportunities, along
with the positive environmental and economic impacts, switching to AFVs is the
logical course of action for various transportation agencies. The work in Chapter 3 of
this thesis focuses on long-haul trucking, and it has overarching applications in many
different environments, such as last-mile delivery, city buses, street sweepers, garbage
trucks, school buses, airport and port ground operations. Extending this work is
particularly important, since different fleet types require different sets of conditions
to hold. For example, some of the unique considerations in city bus systems are
(i) the need to operate in a rigid schedule, (ii) the presence of government incentives,
and (iii) the availability of Online Electric Vehicle (OLEV) technology and en-route
charging options. Addressing these new requirements would necessitate investigating
various modeling choices and potentially invoke new solution methodologies.
Another natural extension to the integrated fleet management framework and re-
lated solution methodologies would be the the introduction of parameter uncertainty.
This modeling framework has the potential to be useful in fleet replacement settings
where there are uncertain parameters. It would be particularly interesting to consider
uncertain fuel prices in order to find fleet replacement strategies that are robust to
volatile fuel prices.
The ideas in scenario set partition bounds have the potential to be extended in
several directions. For any partition, the partition bound can be viewed as the special
case of a bound obtained by Lagrangian relaxation of the NACs between scenarios
from different subsets of the partition: the partition bound is simply the case with
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zero Lagrange multipliers. Any method that provides better Lagrange multipliers for
the partition can be used to improve the partition bound. This suggests that sampling
of partitions may be combined with Lagrangian relaxation methods, to alter both the
partition and the Lagrange multipliers, in tandem.
The calculation of partition bounds is naturally amenable to parallel implemen-
tation, and effective parallel codes could be developed, in the future. These would be
particularly helpful for cases in which the number of scenarios is very large.
Finally, we mention that more systematic re-sampling approaches could be ex-
plored. These might be designed, for example, so that new partitions re-use some
previously solved group subproblems, while still exploring re-groupings of the scenar-
ios via randomness. Another idea would be to record the degree of NAC violation in
partition bound solutions, by scenario pair, and seek to group scenarios that exhibit
large violations when assigned to different group subproblems in a partition.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER II
A.1 Proofs of Propositions and Theorems
Proof (Proposition 1): By construction of the network and the associated net supply
vector I, a feasible flow in GW (x, δ) defines a set of recovery moves w ∈ Z|A| that
would recover the feasibility of x after the realization of δ. For repositioning arcs
a ∈ AR, w(a) would be the flow on arc a minus (x(a) + δ(a)), and for inventory
arcs a ∈ AI , w(a) is simply the flow on the corresponding arc in GW (x, δ). Also,
a feasible flow on GW (x, δ) can be constructed using a feasible solution x that can
be recovered using recovery actions w after perturbation δ. For a ∈ AR, the flow is
x(a) + δ(a) + w(a); and for a ∈ AI , the flow is w(a).
Proof (Proposition 2): See [46], Proposition 2.
Proof (Theorem 1): Let x be a feasible solution to NP and δ ∈ ϕk be a perturbation






























δ(i, j) ≥ 0 ∀U ∈ UW (A.1)























−kl−(i, j) = ϑ(U, k)
Note that this bound is tight for at least one δ ∈ ϕk (namely, δ(a) = l(a) +kl+(a)
for each a ∈ ∆out(U), and δ(a) = l(a)− kl−(a) for each a ∈ ∆in(U)).
Thus, condition (A.1) simplifies to
∑
a∈∆out(U)∪AI
x(a) ≥ ϑ(U, k) ∀U ∈ UW .
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A.2 Detailed Computational Results
Table A.1: Data associated with Figure 2.1a
Robustness Characteristics % Outsourcing Transportation Cost Solution Time (seconds)
Non-Robust 2.507% 1,252,846.400 261.294
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1.922% 1,260,953.866 248.504
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1.719% 1,262,446.133 250.722
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.888% 1,271,464.133 253.241
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 2) 0.774% 1,273,461.066 252.775
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.636% 1,276,436.600 253.428
Robust; (R,N) = (16, 2) 0.574% 1,278,341.000 256.996
Robust; (R,N) = (20, 2) 0.603% 1,277,732.000 263.060
Table A.2: Data associated with Figure 2.1b
Robustness Characteristics % Outsourcing Transportation Cost Solution Time (seconds)
Non-Robust 2.658% 2,516,557.862 5,374.510
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1.095% 2,546,511.466 5,244.896
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.641% 2,555,547.266 4,282.854
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.597% 2,571,598.733 4,492.900
Table A.3: Data associated with Figure 2.1c
Robustness Characteristics % Outsourcing Transportation Cost Solution Time (seconds)
Non-Robust 3.362% 3,404,887.866 9,824.288
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1.355% 3,440,173.000 10,241.292
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1.154% 3,445,266.400 10,369.630
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.751% 3460,009.533 10,385.561
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Table A.4: Data associated with Figure 2.2
Robustness Characteristics % Outsourcing Transportation Cost Solution Time (seconds)
Non-Robust 2.5079% 1,252,846.400 261.294
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.8887% 1,271,464.133 253.241
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 3) 0.8888% 1,271,560.466 313.371
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 4) 0.8623% 1,271,845.533 6,595.112
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 5) 0.8348% 1,272,501.400 176,915.330
Table A.5: Data associated with Figure 2.3a
Robustness Characteristics k % Outsourcing Transportation Cost Solution Time (seconds)
Non-Robust N/A 2.507% 1,252,846.400 261.294
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 3) 1 0.195% 1,295,388.600 317.826
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 3) 1 0.164% 1,300,076.733 410.635
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 3) 1 0.065% 1,314,678.666 624.784
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 3) 1/2 0.476% 1,278,676.666 311.738
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 3) 1/2 0.412% 1,280,963.333 406.185
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 3) 1/2 0.260% 1,286,487.066 608.169
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 3) 1/3 0.888% 1,271,560.466 313.371
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 3) 1/3 0.769% 1,273,698.200 403.862
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 3) 1/3 0.629% 1,276,555.200 617.180
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 3) 1/4 1.200% 1,267,420.200 310.658
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 3) 1/4 1.108% 1,269,179.866 405.012
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 3) 1/4 0.955% 1,271,038.800 615.430
Table A.6: Data associated with Figure 2.3b
Robustness Characteristics k % Outsourcing Transportation Cost
Non-Robust N/A 3.362% 3,404,887.866
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1/2 1.317% 3,442,661.400
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1/2 1.088% 3,448,070.333
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 1/2 0.238% 3,488,445.000
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1/3 1.355% 3,440,173.000
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1/3 1.154% 3,445,266.400
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 1/3 0.751% 3,460,009.533
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1/4 1.717% 3,430,121.066
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1/4 1.500% 3,441,054.533
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 1/4 1.129% 3,449,934.066
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Table A.7: Data associated with Figure 2.5
Empty Network Structure Robustness Characteristics % Outsourcing Transportation Cost
5 Sharing groups
Non-Robust 2.507% 1,252,846.400
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1.922% 1,260,953.866
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1.719% 1,262,446.133
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.888% 1,271,464.133
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 2) 0.774% 1,273,461.066
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.636% 1,276,436.600
5 Sharing groups -
balanced
Non-Robust 2.189% 1,184,865.066
Robust; (R,N) = (2, 2) 1.232 % 1,195,691.800
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1.108% 1,195,410.000
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.988% 1,197,751.866
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 2) 0.525 % 1,208,772.866
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.469% 1,209,949.800
Table A.8: Data associated with Figure 2.6
Empty Network Structure Robustness Characteristics % Outsourcing Transportation Cost
3 Sharing groups -
balanced
Non-Robust 2.610% 1,232,041.066
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 2.276% 1,223,992.000
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 1.329% 1,249,781.066
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 2) 0.918% 1,260,972.933
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.778% 1,267,246.933
5 Sharing groups -
balanced
Non-Robust 2.189% 1,184,865.066
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1.108% 1,195,410.000
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.988% 1,197,751.866
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 2) 0.525% 1,208,772.866
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.469% 1,209,949.800
7 Sharing groups -
balanced
Non-Robust 2.371% 1,189,464.533
Robust; (R,N) = (4, 2) 1.713% 1,194,920.600
Robust; (R,N) = (6, 2) 0.952% 1,207,463.866
Robust; (R,N) = (8, 2) 0.578% 1,216,283.200
Robust; (R,N) = (10, 2) 0.546% 1,219,565.200
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER III
B.1 Detailed Computational Results
Table B.1: Problem instances used in computational experiments
Maint. Fac. Cost Truck Costs AFT Targets Initial Fleet Demand
Expensive Expensive AFT Constant No Constant
Expensive Expensive AFT Constant Yes Constant
Expensive Expensive AFT Increasing Yes Constant
Expensive Expensive AFT Constant Yes Region Swap
Expensive Expensive AFT Constant Yes Increasing
Expensive Expensive AFT Constant Yes Volatile
Expensive Cheap AFT Constant No Constant
Expensive Cheap AFT Constant Yes Constant
Expensive Cheap AFT Increasing Yes Constant
Expensive Cheap AFT Constant Yes Region Swap
Expensive Cheap AFT Constant Yes Increasing
Expensive Cheap AFT Constant Yes Volatile
Expensive Changing Constant No Constant
Expensive Changing Constant Yes Constant
Expensive Changing Increasing Yes Constant
Expensive Changing Constant Yes Region Swap
Cheap Expensive AFT Constant No Constant
Cheap Expensive AFT Constant Yes Constant
Cheap Expensive AFT Increasing Yes Constant
Cheap Expensive AFT Constant Yes Region Swap
Cheap Expensive AFT Constant Yes Increasing
Cheap Expensive AFT Constant Yes Volatile
Cheap Cheap AFT Constant No Constant
Cheap Cheap AFT Constant Yes Constant
Cheap Cheap AFT Increasing Yes Constant
Cheap Cheap AFT Constant Yes Region Swap
Cheap Cheap AFT Constant Yes Increasing
Cheap Cheap AFT Constant Yes Volatile
Cheap Changing Constant No Constant
Cheap Changing Constant Yes Constant
Cheap Changing Increasing Yes Constant
Cheap Changing Constant Yes Region Swap






τ + εj ,



























τt := 0.972→ 0.785
Constant AFT targets: 0.3, Increasing AFT targets: 0.3→ 0.8
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL FOR CHAPTER IV
C.1 Preliminary Lemmas and Theorems
Lemma C.1 (Sandıkçı et al. [108], Lemma 1). Given integers q1 and q2 with 1 ≤








Lemma C.2 ([108], Lemma 2). Given integers q1, q2 and q3 with 1 ≤ q1 ≤ q2 ≤ q3 ≤






ρ(S ′′)v(S ′′) =





Proof of the first two lemmas from [108] follow in a straightforward way from
counting arguments. For example, if γ(s) denotes any quantity dependent on scenario









where η(C, s) is the number of sets in the collection C that contain s. In the case





for all s, since for each s, this is the
number of ways that the remaining q − 1 scenarios needed to form a subset of size q
containing s can be chosen from the L scenarios other than s. From such arguments
and from definitions the following results hold. Note that 2S denotes the power set
of S, i.e., the set of all subsets of S.
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Corollary C.1 ([108], Corollary 1). Given integers q1, q2 with 1 ≤ q1 ≤ q2 ≤ L = |S|,











The following result requires the observation that if ((xst)
T
t=1)s∈S is feasible for
GR(S), where S ⊆ S, then ((xst)Tt=1)s∈S′ is feasible for GR(S ′) for any proper subset
S ′ ⊆ S. This is obviously true in the multistage case by inspection of the definition
of the group subproblem.
Lemma C.3 ([108], Lemma 3). Given an integer q with 1 ≤ q ≤ L = |S| and a set
S ⊆ Ωq,






t=1)s ∈ S denote an optimal solution to GR(S). Then it is obvious
from the group subproblem definition that, for any S ′ ∈ Ωq−1 ∩ 2S, ((x̃st)Tt=1)s ∈ S ′ is










t) ≥ zGR(S ′).















Applying Corollary C.1 to the left-hand side of this inequality, with q2 = q, q1 = q−1,
















Proof. [Theorem 4.1.] zWS = EGSO(1) and EGSO(L) = zMSP follow imme-
diately from definitions and earlier observations. Now consider any integer q with



























Applying Lemma C.2 with q3 = L, q2 = q + 1 and q1 = q to the right-hand side of

















which, noting L− q ≥ 1, is precisely EGSO(q + 1) ≥ EGSO(q), as required.
Proof. [Lemma 4.1.] Define p, r ∈ Z+ so that L = pq + r, and r < q, i.e., let
p = bL
q
c and r = L− qbL
q
c = L− qp. Recall from Definition 4.1 that m′ = qdL
q
e − L
and m = dL
q
e −m′.
When q|L, m′ = 0 and m = L
q
= p ≥ 1 (since q ≤ L is assumed).















−m′ = p+ 1− (q− r).
In this case, m ≥ 1 if and only if
p+1−(q−r) ≥ 1 ⇐⇒ p ≥ q−r ⇐⇒ pq+r ≥ (q−r)q+r ⇐⇒ L ≥ (q−r)q+r.
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C.2 Test Instances
The stochastic capacitated facility location problem (CAP) considered in this paper
is described in [83]. The first stage decisions determine which facilities to open, and
the second stage decisions give the fraction of customer demand to be satisfied by
each open facility. Given that yi denotes whether or not facility i is opened, and xij


















ij ≥ λsj j ∈ J ; s ∈ S∑
j∈J x
s
ij ≤ Ciyi i ∈ I; s ∈ S∑





yi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I
xsij ≥ 0 i ∈ I; j ∈ J ; s ∈ S
where fi and qij represent costs of opening facility i and satisfying one unit of demand
associated with customer j using facility i, respectively. Furthermore, Ci represents
capacity of facility i, and λsj denotes the demand of customer j in scenario s. Note
that the third constraint set, which consists of a single constraint, enforces relatively
complete recourse by making the second stage feasible for each fixed feasible first
stage solution.
The stochastic server location problem (SSLP) considered in this paper is de-
scribed in [93], and the instances used in experiments come from [4]. The first stage
decisions concern installation of servers at possible locations, and the second stage
decisions define assignment of clients to servers. Decision variables xi and y
s
ij denote
whether or not a server is installed at location i and whether or not client j is assigned
to be served by the server at location i under scenario s, respectively. Furthermore,
ysj0 is an artificial continuous variable corresponding to the unsatisfied demand of
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i∈I xi ≤ v i ∈ I∑
j∈J dijy
s





j j ∈ J ; s ∈ S
xi ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I
ysij ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I; j ∈ J ; s ∈ S
ysj0 ≥ 0 j ∈ J ; s ∈ S
where ci denotes the cost of placing a server at location i, q
s
ij denotes the revenue
associated with assigning client j to the server at location i under scenario s, qsj0
denotes the loss of revenue associated with losing one unit of demand from client
j under scenario s, and dij denotes unit consumption of the capacity of location i
by client j. u and v denote server capacity and maximum number of servers that
can be installed, respectively. Lastly, ps corresponds to the occurrence probability of
scenario s, and hsj defines whether or not client j is present in scenario s.
The dynamic capacity acquisition and allocation problem (DCAP) is described in
[3], and the 3-stage instances used in computational experiments of this paper are
acquired from [135]. The capacity acquisition decisions are made at stages 1 and 2;
and based on the acquired capacities of the resources, allocation decisions are made
at stages 2 and 3. Decision variable xtis denote the acquired capacity of resource i
at stage t under scenario s, while ztis represents whether or not additional capacity
for resource i is acquired at stage t under scenario s. wtis is the auxiliary cross-stage
accumulated capacity variable, ytijs is the binary variable denoting whether or not
resource i is assigned to task j at stage t under scenario s, and yt0js is the binary
variable denoting whether or not task j is outsourced at stage t under scenario s.
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ijs ≤ wtis i ∈ I; s ∈ S; t ∈ T \ {H}
w1is = x
1





is i ∈ I; s ∈ S; t ∈ T \ {1, H}
xtis ≤ Ctiztis i ∈ I; s ∈ S; t ∈ T \ {H}∑
i∈I∪{0}











is2) i ∈ I; s1, s2 ∈ S; s1 6= s2;
H(t, s1) = H(t, s2), t ∈ T \ {H}
ytijs1 = y
t
ijs2 i ∈ I ∪ {0}; j ∈ J ; s1, s2 ∈ S; s1 6= s2;
H(t, s1) = H(t, s2), t ∈ T \ {1}
xtis, w
t
is ≥ 0 i ∈ I; s ∈ S; t ∈ T \ {H}
ztis ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I; s ∈ S; t ∈ T \ {H}
ytijs ∈ {0, 1} i ∈ I ∪ {0}; j ∈ J ; s ∈ S; t ∈ T \ {1}
where f ti and c
t
i represent fixed and variable costs of capacity acquisition for resource i
at stage t; and atij and a
t
0j represent the cost of allocating resource i to task j and the
cost of outsourcing task j, respectively, at stage t. Furthermore, dtjs and C
t
i denote
the capacity requirement of task j at stage t under scenario s and the maximum
capacity of resource i at stage t, respectively.
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C.3 Results of Computational Experiments
Kmax partitions are solved for every instance, and every partition requires solving m
group subproblems, where m equals total number of scenarios, L, divided by group
size, q. (Kmax is 30 for CAP and SSLP instances, and 50 for DCAP instances.) OPT
denotes the optimal objective over all scenarios. ∆Pk and ∆
SAA
k denote optimality gaps
associated with the partition bound and the lower end of the 95% confidence interval
around the SAA estimate, respectively, after k partitions are completed. The optimal-























Table C.1: Partition bound vs. lower end of the 95% SAA confidence interval, CAP



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.2: Partition bound vs. lower end of the 95% SAA confidence interval, CAP








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.3: Partition bound vs. lower end of the 95% SAA confidence interval, CAP









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.4: Partition bound vs. lower end of the 95% SAA confidence interval, CAP


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table C.6: Best partition bound vs. lower limit of the 95% SAA confidence interval
on DCAP 332 instances.
# Cont. # Bin. Partition # Cons- k = 10 k = 20 k = 30































Random 59.8 67.31% 48.58% 59.27% 48.89% 57.93% 45.87%









Random 174.3 62.77% 40.66% 61.86% 39.16% 61.86% 30.50%









Random 392.8 51.17% 43.75% 51.17% 49.38% 51.17% 39.50%









Random 884.7 41.86% 45.43% 40.05% 40.05% 40.05% 32.63%









Random 1943.1 24.02% 75.03% 23.39% 71.63% 23.39% 66.37%













Random 59.6 78.04% 39.80% 68.83% 38.73% 64.29% 35.05%









Random 168.7 67.48% 7.12% 67.48% 15.41% 67.27% 16.31%









Random 371.5 52.20% 38.31% 52.20% 21.02% 52.20% 10.23%









Random 832.4 41.82% 39.84% 41.82% 31.66% 41.82% 26.10%









Random 1333.0 34.45% 56.09% 34.20% 38.73% 34.01% 39.13%













Random 58.9 78.66% 33.79% 72.05% 33.62% 68.64% 38.03%









Random 163.7 68.89% 46.65% 68.89% 24.80% 68.89% 11.73%









Random 353.8 55.77% 52.01% 55.29% 43.73% 54.42% 37.14%









Random 775.1 45.27% N/A 45.17% 28.96% 44.89% 31.94%









Random 2226.5 32.53% 58.62% 31.51% 41.54% 31.43% 40.88%
Misaligned 2166.0 38.24% 51.36% 36.79% 31.75% 36.79% 30.79%
Note. The full DCAP 332 1x10x20 instance has 2,400 continuous variables, 6,000 binary variables, and 10,581 constraints; the full DCAP 332 1x15x20 instance has 3,600 continuous variables, 9,000
binary variables, and 15,876 constraints; and the full DCAP 332 1x25x20 instance has 6,000 continuous variables, 15,000 binary variables, and 26,466 constraints.
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Table C.7: Best partition bound vs. lower limit of the 95% SAA confidence interval
on DCAP 342 instances.
# Cont. # Bin. Partition # Cons- k = 10 k = 20 k = 30































Random 65.2 65.93% 68.40% 50.05% 70.43% 42.53% 68.17%









Random 187.8 70.81% 45.44% 68.39% 57.23% 68.39% 45.70%









Random 426.1 51.54% 55.74% 51.54% 46.69% 51.54% 41.99%









Random 967.6 36.60% 80.08% 35.60% 62.56% 35.60% 57.77%









Random 2143.3 18.37% 76.58% 16.24% 78.89% 16.24% 72.78%













Random 64.0 67.14% 55.62% 53.67% 65.19% 49.18% 65.93%









Random 181.3 67.93% 38.83% 67.93% 26.12% 67.93% 28.08%









Random 402.7 59.76% 62.69% 59.76% 43.73% 58.23% 39.34%









Random 906.8 43.67% 66.74% 43.67% 46.61% 43.67% 50.83%









Random 1458.2 38.17% 61.19% 36.91% 59.55% 36.80% 55.63%













Random 63.2 70.84% 36.00% 64.19% 42.82% 57.18% 48.59%









Random 174.9 74.46% 38.20% 74.07% 32.62% 74.07% 21.46%









Random 379.4 68.19% 39.66% 68.00% 33.55% 67.82% 25.45%









Random 837.1 58.22% 57.74% 57.25% 51.80% 57.25% 36.85%









Random 2438.9 39.31% 62.38% 37.04% 45.53% 37.04% 44.63%
Misaligned 2366.0 48.16% 53.92% 47.22% 30.57% 46.42% 30.62%
Note. The full DCAP 342 1x10x20 instance has 2,400 continuous variables, 7,600 binary variables, and 11,741 constraints; the full DCAP 342 1x15x20 instance has 3,600 continuous variables, 11,400
binary variables, and 17,616 constraints; and the full DCAP 342 1x25x20 instance has 6,000 continuous variables, 19,000 binary variables, and 29,366 constraints.
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Table C.8: Tree-aligned vs. misaligned partition bounds in DCAP 332 1x4x2 with
A = 8a+ 4Λ + 12λ = 2.7
Λ = 0.01 Λ = 0.05 Λ = 0.09
λ OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned
0 101.01 100.92 100.90 102.00 101.52 101.43 102.98 102.10 101.94
0.2 102.48 90.20 102.37 111.29 94.75 104.61 112.14 99.39 104.90
0.4 144.92 111.26 144.75 145.94 111.86 145.09 146.96 112.44 145.43
Table C.9: Tree-aligned vs. misaligned partition bounds in DCAP 332 1x4x2 with
A = 8a+ 4Λ + 12λ = 4.6
Λ = 0.01 Λ = 0.11 Λ = 0.21
λ OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned
0 147.00 146.90 146.88 149.47 148.35 148.14 151.27 149.31 148.97
0.25 149.00 125.90 148.77 151.01 134.16 149.30 192.42 155.81 159.74
0.5 149.81 119.04 149.64 152.36 123.70 150.64 193.78 146.06 161.35
Table C.10: Tree-aligned vs. misaligned partition bounds in DCAP 332 1x4x2 with
A = 8a+ 4Λ + 12λ = 9.0
Λ = 0.01 Λ = 0.15 Λ = 0.3
λ OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned OPT Tree-aligned Misaligned
0 2,031.38 2,031.21 2,030.99 2,036.85 2,034.25 2,009.77 2,042.14 2,019.73 1,985.60
0.7 1,096.40 1,095.31 1,096.16 1,099.97 1,097.92 1,096.44 1,145.38 1,120.88 1,107.05
1.3 1,099.37 1,075.65 1,099.10 1,102.99 1,085.18 1,099.49 1,412.90 1,395.65 1,384.91
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C.4 Probability of Recombination
When a number of partitions are randomly sampled, recombination may not succeed,
as it may not be possible to feasibly recombine their groups into a new partition,
different from all existing partitions. In order to better understand the likelihood
that recombination succeeds in this sense, i.e., that groups in existing partitions can
be combined to form a new partition, we consider the simplest case: generating a
recombined partition from only two existing partitions. More specifically, we assume
that we have a randomly sampled partition Π, and examine the probability that a
second randomly sampled partition Π̂ can be feasibly recombined with Π to create a
new partition that is different from both Π and Π̂.
In order for this to occur, the groups in Π and Π̂ must be able to be partitioned
in two, say Π = Π1∪Π2 and Π̂ = Π̂1∪ Π̂2, with the union of all groups in Π1 precisely
the set of scenarios in Π̂1 (which implies the same for Π2 and Π̂2, respectively). In
this case, provided Π1 6= Π̂1 and Π2 6= Π̂2, it must be that Π̂1 ∪ Π2 (and Π1 ∪ Π̂2)
is a new partition. For this to be possible, it must be that |Π1| = |Π̂1| ≥ 2 (and
|Π2| = |Π̂2| ≥ 2). In order to provide insight into the relationship between group size
(q) and the probability of finding new partitions using recombination, we focus here
on the simplest case, where |Π1| = |Π̂1| = 2. We also assume that q divides evenly
into the number of scenarios, L, and use k = L/q.
Given Π a q-partition of S, let ρ denote the probability that a second, randomly
sampled, q-partition Π̂, has the property that, for some distinct groups Ŝ, Ŝ ′ ∈ Π̂,
there exist S, S ′ ∈ Π with Ŝ ∪ Ŝ ′ = S ∪ S ′, {Ŝ, Ŝ ′} 6= {S, S ′} and Π̂ \ {Ŝ, Ŝ ′} 6=
Π \ {S, S ′}. In other words, ρ is the probability that for randomly sampled Π̂, there
exist Π1,Π2, Π̂1, Π̂2 with Π = Π1 ∪ Π2, Π̂ = Π̂1 ∪ Π̂2, |Π1| = |Π̂1| = 2, Π1 6= Π̂1 and
Π2 6= Π̂2, enabling recombination to obtain a new partition. Counting arguments
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M ≥ ρ ≥ (k − 1)M, (C.1)
where
M =
(F (2q, q)− 1)(F (L− 2q, q)− 1)
F (L, q)
for F (A, q) = A!
(q!)cc!
, the number of q-partitions of a scenario set with A scenarios and
c = A/q, integer.
We explain why these bounds on ρ are valid with the aid of a 12-scenario example
with q = 2. Suppose Π = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}, {5, 6}, {7, 8}, {9, 10}, {11, 12}}.
If we fix a choice of distinct groups S, S ′ ∈ Π, then the number of different
q-partitions of S that can be obtained by repartitioning S ∪ S ′ and repartitioning
S \ (S ∪S ′) to yield Π̂1 and Π̂2, respectively, with Π̂1 6= {S, S ′} and Π̂2 6= Π \ {S, S ′},
is exactly (F (2q, q) − 1)(F (L − 2q, q) − 1), since F (2q, q) is the number of ways to
partition S ∪S ′ and F (L− 2q, q) is the number of ways to partition S \ (S ∪S ′). The
resulting q-partitions are distinct and each can be successfully recombined with Π.
However, different choices of S, S ′ ∈ Π, followed by repartitioning as described
above, may yield the same q-partitions. For example, if we take {S, S ′} = {{1, 2}, {3, 4}},
one repartitioning is Π̂ = {{1, 3}, {2, 4}, {5, 7}, {6, 8}, {9, 11}, {10, 12}}. But this q-
partition may also be found by repartitioning with {S, S ′} = {{5, 6}, {7, 8}}, or with
{S, S ′} = {{9, 10}, {11, 12}}.
Fortunately, there is a set of choices for S, S ′ ∈ Π for which no repartitioning
can coincide, and that is one in which there is a common group. Specifically, if
we write Π = {S1, . . . , Sk}, and take S = S1, then each choice of S ′ = S2, . . . , Sk
must yield different q-partitions. For example, fixing S = {1, 2} and S ′ = {3, 4} and
repartitioning as just described must yield different q-partitions from fixing S = {1, 2}
and S ′ = {5, 6} before repartitioning, since in the former case scenario 1 can only
appear in a group with scenario 3 or scenario 4, where as in the latter case, scenario
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1 can only appear in a group with scenario 5 or scenario 6. Thus the number of
different q-partitions Π̂ with the property we seek must be at least (k− 1)(F (2q, q)−
1)(F (L− 2q, q). The lower bound on ρ follows.
Taking all possible pairs of distinct S, S ′ ∈ Π followed by repartitioning as de-
scribed above clearly yields an upper bound on the number of different q-partitions
Π̂ with the desired property.
Table C.11 presents the upper and lower bounds for the recombination probabil-
ity, ρ, when the original problem has 240 scenarios, which is the case for all CAP
instances used in the computational studies of this paper. Clearly, the recombination
probability is the highest for the smallest group size, q = 2, and it decreases with
increasing group size. This is an indication that finding a recombined partition that
is different from existing partitions is more likely in smaller group sizes.
Table C.11: Upper and lower bounds for ρ when L = 240
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